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INTRODUCTION

•••

Welcome to Sounding Board No.13

•••

Thank you for your patience, we are sorry that it has now been well over
a year since the last edition of Sounding Board. We rely on the good will
of very busy people to take on the role of Guest Editor, and we were very
pleased when Derek Adlam, the harpsichordist and maker of historical
keyboard instruments, agreed to take on the challenge. Unfortunately,
some time into the project he became ill and reluctantly had to withdraw.
We are therefore very grateful to Dr. Penelope Cave, the well-known
harpsichordist, esteemed teacher and busy researcher, who volunteered
to take over from Derek and complete this Issue.
We thank them both and hope you enjoy this the thirteenth edition of
Sounding Board. Your letters and comments are always welcome- please
continue to write to us about this and or any harpsichord related matter.

Edna Lewis Secretary BHS

Please send your comments and your contributions to info@harpsichord.org.uk
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INTRODUCTION

••• From

our Guest Editor, Penelope Cave •••

The British Harpsichord Society guidelines encourage the guest editor of Sounding Board to
take a subject of personal interest, and then to write and commission articles around that
subject. Owing to illness, I have been passed the reins for this more eclectic issue. I have
been grateful for the work already done by Derek Adlam and Katharine May, as well as the
extra assistance from our president, and previous guest editor, Professor Sir Barry Ife.
The first well-considered article is, as I say in my introduction to it, widely relevant with
excellent advice on how to commission new harpsichord music. We welcome harpsichordrelated studies in translation, and were therefore particularly glad to have ‘Narrative
Archetypes in the Biography of Domenico Scarlatti’, in English for the first time. The FIMTE
symposium in Mojàcar has earnt its place in the academic calendar and Barry Ife’s report on
the recent one, featuring Scarlatti studies, along with his article on the composer, is a
reminder to clear the calendar for the next symposium. My review of Kirkpatrick’s Memoirs
reminds us of a great teacher and another Scarlatti specialist — as his introduction to the
sixty Scarlatti sonatas that he edited for Schirmer, proves. Francis Knights’ examination of the
technical workout that constitutes the Two-part Inventions, and the Three-part Sinfonias fits
excellently into the educational content of this issue.
Angela Gillon has given her impressions of a recent harpsichord course in Northern Italy,
concentrating on music of that region, and Katharine May has done sterling work in gathering
a worthy bouquet of tributes to the harpsichord-maker, the late David Evans. The monthly
Handel House concerts, that are run in conjunction with the BHS, continue to include a wide
variety of harpsichord repertoire, and the list makes interesting reading.
A subject which has been raised at recent committee meetings, is the urgent need for more
tuners and harpsichord restorers. The recent AGM at the still new, Royal Birmingham
Conservatoire, kindly hosted by Martin Perkins, was disappointingly under-represented by
members further north of London, but those who came were very welcome and enjoyed
afternoon tea, and a beautifully played recital by Róza Bene.
Our Secretary, Edna Lewis has received a number of enquiries re learning the harpsichord,
and/or approaching it from the piano, so I would draw your attention to the Morley College
weekly harpsichord classes in London, https://www.morleycollege.ac.uk/courses (search
under Early Music) and the short courses at Benslow Music Trust, in Hitchin SG4 9RB, details
can be found on page no. 48 of this issue or on their website: https://benslowmusic.org

Penelope Cave
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FEATURE

New music for two harpsichords:
the

call for Scores and beyond

Alexander Blustin’s article is widely relevant to harpsichordists, promoters and composers alike;
not to be dismissed as only of interest to those who perform, promote or compose contemporary
music, because that is (or should be), all of us. It is, indeed, a call for a pragmatic approach to
make contemporary music accessible so, please, read on! P.C.

In 2017, the Knights-Tidhar harpsichord duo teamed up with the Colchester New Music1 (CNM)
composers’ co-operative to run an international call for scores with the aim of growing the usable
contemporary repertoire for two harpsichords. This article presents the outcome of that exercise,
and then offers some advice on composing for harpsichord duo based upon what worked (and
what did not) in submissions.
The CNM Call for Scores for two harpsichords
The purpose of this project was to generate works which could be widely played and presented
alongside the core historical repertoire. While no aesthetic restrictions were imposed, we did
specify that works should be technically feasible for the instruments and in the context of a
traditional harpsichord duo recital, without electronics or modifications. Of the new music written
for two harpsichords, very little has made it into the repertoire; we wanted to encourage
composers to write music which would not present basic logistical barriers to performance.
The call for scores attracted 27 entries from nine countries. The anonymised scores were played
through by the performers, who selected eleven for public presentation. The final concert took
place on 28 April 2018 in the evocative setting of the Pimlott Foundation’s Old Barn in Great
Horkesley, near Colchester. The selected works were, alphabetically by composer:
A prelude and two fugues (Mark Bellis)
A thousand pines, one Moon, movement 1 (Ivan Božičević) - see Extract below
Conversations (Theresa Chapman)
daybook (D. Edward Davis)
Looking back (José Jesus de Azevedo Souza)
Elements (Janet Oates)
Spring Rounds: Agon (Randall Snyder)
Dap dap da da dap (Peter Thorne)
Passacaglia – Low water (Stephen Watkins)
Tarantella (Ian B. Wilson)
Counterfeit (Rasmus Zwicki)
These works are very varied in style. Some take inspiration from the music of the past (Looking
Back; a Prelude and Two Fugues; perhaps Conversations), Greek mythology (Spring Rounds) and
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even chemistry (Elements); some focus on the harpsichord’s lyrical or rhythmic qualities (A
thousand pines, one Moon; Passacaglia; Dap dap da da dap). More experimentally, daybook explores
the instruments’ overlapping resonances as tones die away, and the semi-improvisational
Counterfeit provides much performer enjoyment. Finally, the hilarious Tarantella (which also
exists in a solo harpsichord version) makes a virtuosic encore.

The opening of A thousand pines, one Moon, by Ivan Božičević]

All rights reserved. © Copyright
2012/2018 Ivan Božičević &
DepNet MUSIC EDITIONS

There is plenty to explore and enjoy here. The music ranges widely in technical difficulty, but even
the hardest pieces are well within the reach of a competent harpsichordist. They have all been
added to the complete online listing of contemporary and historical works for two harpsichords
hosted on the Knights-Tidhar duo’s website;2 scores are available directly from the composers, or
email calls@colchesternewmusic.com and we can put you in in touch.
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How (not) to compose for harpsichord duo
In the course of this project, we noticed that certain problems kept recurring with submissions.
We summarise these here in the hope that it will prove useful, both to composers new to the
harpsichord, and to harpsichordists commissioning composers.
Consider the context
Beyond a small number of dedicated trailblazers (see, for example, Sounding Board issue 11), there
is a very limited professional market for new harpsichord music. Vanishingly few harpsichordists
make a living from performing only contemporary pieces, and within the professional context, a
new work will typically appear alongside historical material. To stand any serious chance of
achieving a permanent place in the recital repertoire, any new harpsichord work therefore has to
be effective on a standard baroque set-up. Adding electronics, instrument modifications or
unusual tunings generally precludes use in mainstream recitals.
Within the much larger market of amateur enthusiasts, a piece will be played for enjoyment –
maybe in front of an audience, but more often in a private domestic context. A duo work then
serves a social purpose. It is a means for harpsichord-owning friends to interact in a shared
activity, and so aspects of the work such as the relationship of the parts and the quality of
communication between them may acquire some significance. It is worth recalling that the vast
majority of the historical repertoire was created for such private contexts, or for teaching.
There is also the question of complexity. Whilst a professional performer is more likely to tackle a
complex work successfully, their rehearsal constraints must be borne in mind. This is a particular
problem for a duo of busy performers, who have to co-ordinate full schedules around a time and
place with two available harpsichords. If a single complex work will require as much rehearsal
time as several simpler pieces, then the musical quality (or the fee) may need to be significant for
the musicians not to choose to spend their limited time on other works.
Consider the instrument
The most frequent problem with submissions was that they were better suited to the piano. Some
seemed like piano music with the instrument name changed; in others there had been a serious
attempt to adapt an existing work for the harpsichord, or to write harpsichord music from scratch.
Even these latter cases, however, frequently used pianistic techniques. Many of these works
appeared to have been composed by accomplished pianists who were perhaps not fully aware of
differences in keyboard technique between piano and harpsichord.
Over-optimism about the harpsichord's extra gadgets was another danger. Composers can be
excited by the multiple manuals and stops, but should remember that – for example – probably
fewer than a quarter of existing harpsichords have two manuals, and most of these instruments
are owned by concert venues, educational institutions and baroque professionals. If a piece will
only work on double manuals, it immediately cuts out most of the amateur market.
In practice, baroque music tends to a limited range of keys; if a new piece is to be slotted into
baroque-based recitals, so much the better if it will sound good in the appropriate temperament.
It is unrealistic to expect that instruments will be completely re-tuned for a single piece in the
middle of a recital. Where a work is reliant upon very unusual temperaments (and there are some
fine contemporary works written in meantone, for example), it means building the concert
programme around this and thereby limiting the scope for performance.
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If a composer wishes to maximise the chances of their harpsichord music entering the repertoire,
it needs to work successfully on the type of instrument that is widely available, for example a
single manual with GG-d3 compass, two 8’ stops and buff.
Consider the performers
Composers must realise that harpsichordists themselves are their principal allies in achieving a
permanent place in the repertoire. Audience demand drives interest from concert promoters, but
neither will be sustainably activated for a new work unless performers have a consistent desire to
present it. Sadly, most new compositions are only heard once. It is therefore crucial to ensure that
performers are not deterred by a work’s presentation before they have even tried to play it. Then
the work must take account of the fact that the players are not just musicians but harpsichordists;
and not just harpsichordists, but human beings.
Score presentation for harpsichord duo
The key factors to consider are clarity and ergonomics; score presentation should facilitate a
successful first reading of a piece. For our call, the performers specified scores with minimum
6mm stave size and in portrait format, so they could play from A4 print-outs in a ring-binder.
To maximise chances of a piece being widely adopted, if it can be written in conventional
notation, then it should be. Where alternative approaches are necessary, the design must be clear
and intuitive, not just pretty or mysterious for the sake of it. Among our selected works,
Counterfeit and daybook both make successful use of non-standard notation. Regardless of how
stunning a score looks, the music must be easy to get at, and at least as good as the graphics.
Finally, the performance directions and dynamics must be designed to help live musicians and not
merely to control composing software playback. If the information is not there in the score,
performers won’t deliver what the composer was expecting. Though this may seem obvious to a
performing musician, it might not be to a composer working – as many now do – entirely on
computer. Commissioning harpsichordists need to be aware of this now pervasive phenomenon.
Within and beyond the comfort zone
There are several important practical issues which are easy to overlook in composing for
harpsichord duo. The first is how the two players co-ordinate. There are various ways of
positioning the instruments, which may be dictated by the venue and not necessarily under the
players’ control. Eye contact is difficult or impossible in some configurations, so they will be
reliant on aural cues or counting. There is no conductor, and probably no page-turners. Coordination is therefore a serious factor in whether performers will risk a piece which is fast or has
many counted repeats. Minimalist works are particularly vulnerable to problems because of this.
Then we come to the difficult issue of taste. A harpsichordist has probably chosen to play the
instrument because they like its specific sound and also its historical repertoire. This doesn’t
mean that a prospective composer is limited to pastiche, retrospective or technically
unchallenging music, but they should remember that the harpsichordist is not playing a piano
substitute, trying to achieve quasi-pianistic effects on ‘the instrument that came before the
piano’, or being reluctantly forced to play the harpsichord because a Steinway won’t fit through
the front door. They have made a deliberate choice to take up a keyboard that does not look,
sound or play like a modern pianoforte.
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Working with historical styles is a potential pitfall. Writing literal pastiche requires the technique
to do it well; specialist players will instantly detect a poor imitation. Perhaps a safer approach is
merely to take inspiration from those styles, but even here, there is the danger that
harpsichordists will be repelled by clumsy attempts to reference or even desecrate their favourite
music. Beware!
The typically limited key range of baroque music also means that playing in keys with more than
three or four sharps/flats may be less familiar and comfortable for a harpsichordist than for a
pianist or organist.
Most crucially, the composer needs to be acutely conscious of the fact that musicians are
biological entities. Here, again, it is possible to be misled by computer playback as to what is
achievable. For example, repetitive strain on performers’ hands is a particular risk in music with
many repeated notes. It is also easy for composers to forget that their work will not be performed
in isolation; performers need to survive the rest of the recital too, and then the next gig. No piece
will be widely adopted if it is physically painful to play or tends to undermine performances.
Composers can be surprised to discover that musicians don’t process each single note on the page
in an impartial fashion. Instead, they often rely on well-practised technical algorithms, which
enable a high level of competence and fluency in sight-reading and performance within a
particular style. This is especially true of genre specialists such as early music performers.
Expecting a player to work far outside their technical comfort zone can prove not just difficult but
irritating or even upsetting.
The success factors
Once the composer has succeeded in creating well-presented music that is playable by living
musicians on the available hardware in a real musical context, they may wonder what other
factors will win them an enduring place in the repertoire. I would suggest that three further
factors are worth close attention:
Firstly, the composer should themselves play the piece through on a harpsichord, or at the very
least on some kind of keyboard, to check how well it sits under the hands. The compositional
process must focus on results on the physical instrument, and the power of digital editing tools
should aid rather than distort this.
Secondly, composers will help themselves immensely by obtaining feedback on their work from
experienced harpsichordists – not just soliciting a respectful pat on the head and continuing
regardless, but listening carefully, also being sensitive to what is not being said, and then being
genuinely willing to apply what has been learned. Regularly writing for harpsichordist
collaborators is the best way to improve.
Thirdly, the most important success factor is that harpsichordists enjoy playing a piece and want
to keep coming back to it. Perhaps it can take a while for composers to learn what working
musicians want, and to stop composing with an anxious eye fixed on academic examiners, critics
and musicologists. Ultimately, a good piece of new music should retain enough of its interest to
make the performers want to play it a second time.

.

Alexander Blustin
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From 2012-2019 Alexander Blustin was Administrator of Colchester New Music, organising calls for scores
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Dan Tidhar and Francis Knights playing in the final concert, April 2018 in Horkesley, near Colchester.
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FEATURE

Narrative Archetypes in the
Biography of Domenico Scarlatti
My present association with the Oxford Centre for Life-Writing at Wolfson College, has
revealed how much of the musicological writing that I produce is, in fact, biography of people
who write, buy, and perform musical works. I was particularly delighted, therefore, when
Professor Sir Barry Ife offered an English version of his insightful and witty 'Narrative
Archetypes in the Biography of Domenico Scarlatti', as this sought-after article has previously
only been available in Dutch. P.C.
In October 1983 I was invited to contribute
a volume on Scarlatti to Novello's series of
Short Biographies.1 I had never written a
biography before, and I knew very little
about Scarlatti, so naturally I said yes. It is
axiomatic in the academic world that the
only way to learn anything is to write about
it; books thrive infinitely better on
curiosity than omniscience. In fact, writing
Scarlatti's biography turned out to be even
more instructive than I had expected, but
there was not the scope in the popular
format of the Novello series for reflecting
on the experience. In any case, readers do
not always want to be reminded of the
unreliability of what they are reading. This
article is intended, in part, to supply that
missing commentary. It is more a
cautionary tale than an essay in
metabiography, but I hope it will air some
problems more explicitly than they have
been hitherto.
I began then, as biographers do, by complaining about the lack of reliable information
about Scarlatti's life. I am not going to repeat those complaints here. Indeed, by some
standards, parts of Scarlatti's early life are really quite well documented, and if the
archives are virtually silent about huge tracts of his life in Spain, that is attributable as
1

Barry Ife, Domenico Scarlatti (London: Novello, 1985).
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much to the ravages of civil commotion and planned neglect of Spanish libraries in
general, as to any alleged reticence in Scarlatti's own character. No, what is at issue is not
so much the amount or the quality of information available to the biographer, though that
is important, as the construction put upon it in the practice of biography itself. For
biography is not the simple enumeration of facts. When biographers come to tell their
story—for that is what they are, narrators, tellers of tales—they have to join up the dots of
fact with a line that is rational and logical, plausible and persuasive. They cannot escape
the requirements of narrative, the ground-rules of storytelling, and there is a danger that
the inviting coherence of the picture they produce will owe more to art than to life.
Let me illustrate this point with one of the most well-known of the small handful of
anecdotes about Scarlatti. It is recounted by Burney in his General History of Music and
tells of Scarlatti's first encounter with his future champion, Thomas Roseingrave. The
passage is a celebrated one but I need to quote it here in some detail. Roseingrave is in
Italy on a scholarship ‘to enable him to travel for improvement’. In Venice he is invited ‘as
a stranger and a virtuoso’ to an accademia at the house of a nobleman, where, Burney
recounts:
among others, he was requested to sit down to the harpsichord and favour the
company with a toccata, as a specimen della sua virtù. And, says he, ‘finding myself
rather better in courage and finger than usual, I exerted myself, my dear friend, and
fancied, by the applause I received, that my performance had made some
impression on the company.' After a cantata had been sung by a scholar of Fr.
Gasparini, who was there to accompany her, a grave young man dressed in black
and in a black wig, who had stood in one corner of the room, very quiet and
attentive while Roseingrave played, being asked to sit down to the harpsichord,
when he began to play, Rosy said, he thought ten hundred d___ls had been at the
instrument; he never had heard such passages of execution and effect before. The
performance so far surpassed his own, and every degree of perfection to which he
thought it possible he should ever arrive, that, if he had been in sight of any
instrument with which to have done the deed, he should have cut off his own
fingers. Upon enquiring the name of this extraordinary performer, he was told that
it was Domenico Scarlatti, son of the celebrated Cavalier Alessandro Scarlatti.
Roseingrave declared he did not touch an instrument himself for a month; after
this rencontre, however, he became very intimate with the young Scarlatti,
followed him to Rome and Naples, and hardly ever quitted him while he remained
in Italy.2
No historian worth the name could fail to treat an account like this with suspicion. Burney
was writing many years, perhaps as many as eighty years, after the event: Scarlatti must
have met Roseingrave before 1709, the year Scarlatti left Venice for Rome. Yet Burney's
History did not appear until 1789, when Roseingrave (1688-1766) had been dead for over
twenty years. In spite of the inclusion of words directly and indirectly attributed to
Roseingrave, the evidence is clearly hearsay. There must also be some doubt about
Roseingrave's reliability as a witness. The meeting with Scarlatti had taken place nearly
2

Charles Burney, A General History of Music, ed. by F. Mercer (London, 1952), vol. II, p. 704.
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twenty years before Burney was born, and probably forty years before he told Burney
about it. How good was Roseingrave's memory at that remove, and, more to the point,
how many times had the story been told in the meantime, and how much had it changed?
Then there is Burney himself to consider. How critical was his handling of the evidence?
Roseingrave was, after all, nearly 40 years older than Burney, half-Irish and a colourful,
flamboyant character given to fanciful behaviour and to intermittent bouts of insanity in
later life. Burney, recognising this weakness3 says nevertheless that he liked visiting
Roseingrave because, among other things, ‘his conversation was very entertaining’ (II,
706). Can we be sure that he did not simply fall for a plausible old raconteur? How much
did Burney know about blarney?
These are purely historiographical objections made on external criteria and any writer
who has repeated Burney's story has been properly hesitant about accepting it as fact even
though it is too good to discard completely. But the story is also fishy for internal reasons
that have to do with its narrative structure. Put simply, Burney’s account has a strong
affinity with a number of legends and folk-tales, so strong, indeed, that it seems almost to
have been purposely constructed out of a combination of folk motifs and narrative
archetypes.
The setting alone helps to establish a link with a legendary world. The atmosphere is one
of joust or tournament, and the accademia becomes a stage for one of those duels of
musical ability in which folklore abounds.4 In the early Irish cycle of Diarmait, for
example, Marbán, come to avenge the death of his pet boar, enters the poets’ house and
challenges them to a contest of minstrelsy. He chooses for the contest the most difficult
and most exhausting form of humming, the crónán snagach. ‘The hummers, twenty-seven
in number, were brought before Marbán, and were soon prostrate.’5 In an Indian legend,
Faizī and Birjū Banrā sing so well that ‘all the wild beasts of the forests, —the deer, the
hares, the jackals and so forth—came to listen ... with their eyes closed in ecstasy, and
utterly devoid of consciousness.’ But then Tān-sēn begins to sing the Melody of
Illumination, a rāg which, when properly sung causes the lamps to light of their own
accord. So well does Tān-sēn sing that not only do all the lamps light up spontaneously,
but he himself bursts into flames and falls down dead.6
As these two examples illustrate, mystery and exaggeration are essential ingredients of
legendary accounts of musical duels, and they are prominent in Burney's own.
Roseingrave, a stranger and a ‘virtuoso’, plays well and fancies that his performance has
made some impression on the company. But from a corner of the room emerges another
'I prevailed on him once to touch an organ at Byfield's the organ-builder, but his nerves were then so unstrung
that he could execute but few of the learned ideas which his mental disorder had left him... In his younger days,
when he enjoyed the mens sana in corpore sano, he was regarded as having a power of seizing the parts and
spirit of a score and executing the most difficult Music at sight beyond any musician in Europe' (II, 705-6).
Burney dates Roseingrave's ‘occasional insanity' from about 1737 when he was relieved of his post at St.
George's.
4
Stith Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk Literature, (Bloomington, Indiana, 1955-58), section H503. Hereinafter,
references to Stith Thompson are included in parentheses in the text.
5
Myles Dillon, The Cycles of the Kings, (Oxford, 1946), p. 94,
6
G. A. Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India, (Calcutta, 1904), vol. VI, pp. 48-49.
3
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stranger, ‘a grave young man dressed in black and in a black wig’, who proceeds to play
like the very devil. Only upon subsequent enquiry does it emerge that the mysterious
victor is the young Scarlatti, Domenico, ‘son of the, celebrated Cavalier Alessandro
Scarlatti’, as the quasi-epic formula has it. Roseingrave, worsted in battle, admits defeat
and declares his intention—mercifully thwarted by lack of ready means—to cut off his own
fingers.
Burney has, however, cleverly exploited the element of mystery in his account in order to
graft on to the duel another powerfully suggestive motif, that of the task and its
performance by the mysterious stranger (H950, 976). In Irish legend Cuchulainn orders
Mac Engé on pain of death to make him a shield that should not contain any carved device
found on any other shield. Mac Engé is in despair until he sees a man advancing towards
him. The stranger imparts the secret of the unique design.7 In the cycle of Mongán,
Fiachna is about to fight single-handedly a flock of venomous sheep that have killed 300
men each day for three days. As he is about to take his weapons, a tall warrior approaches
him offering assistance in the shape of a fierce dog who will kill the sheep in exchange for
a certain favour. The unknown warrior is described as wearing ‘a green cloak with a
brooch of silver, a circlet of gold on his head, and golden sandals.8
Burney is not quite so fanciful, but the parallel is clear: a demanding task satisfactorily
performed by a stranger characterised by his striking costume. Like any stranger,
Roseingrave is put to the test: he is required to play, he does not volunteer. His task is ‘to
sit down to the harpsichord and favour the company with a toccata, as a specimen della
sua virtù’. By himself attempting the task and outdoing his rival, Scarlatti becomes the
means by which the motifs of the task and the duel are succinctly combined. But there is
an important trick of narrative perspective at work in the account, which enables Burney
to portray both men as anonymous: Roseingrave is a true stranger in a foreign land, but
because the scene is ostensibly recounted from Roseingrave’s point of view, Scarlatti,
unknown to Roseingrave at that point, is also shown to be a stranger in spite of his
father’s evident celebrity. Roseingrave has no option but to describe Scarlatti in terms of
his costume, but the combination of first impression and poetic licence enables Burney to
suggest, with the black dress and black wig, one of those mysterious interventions in
medieval romance by knights whose monochrome costume—black, white or green in
particular—gives them a supernatural air.
The supernatural is, of course, the ultimate destination of this piece of hagiography. If
Scarlatti outperforms Roseingrave in their musical task, it is only, Rosy suggests, because
'ten hundred devils had been at the instrument’. Supernatural assistance in the
performance of tasks is another common feature of folk-tales from Iceland to India
(G303.22, N810). Sometimes the helpers are benign spirits who are repaying a debt or
responding to prayer, or rendering purely disinterested assistance. Sometimes a penalty is
exacted. The devil is always ready to lend a hand in return for an arm and a leg (M210211). Artists have traditionally been portrayed as particularly vulnerable in this regard and

7
8

Eugene O'Curry, On the Manners and Customs of the Ancient Irish, (Dublin, 1873), vol. II, p. 329.
Dillon, Cycles, p. 50.
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it is not difficult to see why. If art is divine madness9 attributable to the inspiration of a
muse or other supernatural agent, exceptional technical skill or dexterity can easily strike
mere mortals as having been acquired on the black market at a price that is unacceptably
high. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that myth and folklore often associate music
with magic, either through the motif of inspired performance (Orpheus) or by a variety of
magic instruments from Papageno's flute to Sparky's piano (D1210, 1233).
As a biographical tool, then, Burney's account of Scarlatti's encounter with Roseingrave is
of limited usefulness: though it may seem harmless enough, it is in fact rich with
associations drawn from other narrative genres and its historical reliability is inevitably
called into question by this mythopoeic resonance. I have drawn some deliberately farfetched parallels to illustrate the universality of particular motifs, but the reader will be
able to supply many other examples from nearer home, from Greco-Roman mythology or
the work of Richard Wagner. The image of Scarlatti that emerges from Burney's text is less
a credible historical personality—a shy man who could play well—than a mysterious
heroic figure possessed of supernatural powers at the keyboard. It is an image that owes a
great deal to Roseingrave's hero worship and has much to tell us about the nature of the
relationship between the two men. Curiously, this too is incorporated into the mythical
sub-structure of the anecdote. After the duel is fought and Roseingrave retires to lick his
wounds and contemplate the folly of his own temerity, the two men become very close, as
Burney says: ‘after this rencontre ... he [Roseingrave] became very intimate with the
young Scarlatti, followed him to Rome and Naples, and hardly ever quitted him while he
remained in Italy.’ As we know, Roseingrave became the great champion of Scarlatti’s
music in England, and the erstwhile combatants resolved their rivalry in true friendship,
just as they invariably do in the world of folklore (P310.5, 311.1, R74.1).10
A curious gloss on Burney's account is provided by another commonplace of Scarlatti
biography, the account given by Handel's biographer, John Mainwaring, of the contest of
skill alleged to have taken place between Scarlatti and Handel at Cardinal Ottoboni's salon
in Rome. Here again, I give the text in full in order to underline the parallels between the
two accounts:
As he [Scarlatti] was an exquisite player on the harpsichord, the Cardinal was
resolved to bring him and Handel together for a trial of skill. The issue of the trial
on the harpsichord hath been differently reported. It has been said that some gave
the preference to Scarlatti. However, when they came to the Organ there was not
the least pretence for doubting to which of them it belonged. Scarlatti himself
declared the superiority of his antagonist, and owned ingenuously, that till he had
heard him upon this instrument, he had no conception of its powers. So greatly was
he struck with his peculiar method of playing, that he followed him all over Italy,
and was never so happy as when he was with him.

Theia mania, Plato’s description in Phaedrus 245a.
I. M. Boberg, Motif-Index of Early Icelandic Literature, (Copenhagen, 1966), p. 214 records 38 examples of this
motif in Icelandic literature alone.
9
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Handel used often to speak of this person with great satisfaction; and indeed there
was reason for it; for besides his great talents as an artist, he had the sweetest
temper, and the genteelest behaviour. On the other hand, it was mentioned but
lately by the two Plas [the famous Hautbois] who came from Madrid, that Scarlatti,
as oft as he was admired for his great execution, would mention Handel, and cross
himself in token of veneration.
Though no two persons ever arrived at such perfection on their respective
instruments, yet it is remarkable that there was a total difference in their manner.
The characteristic excellence of Scarlatti seems to have consisted in a certain
elegance and delicacy of expression. Handel had an uncommon brilliancy and
command of finger: but what distinguished him from all other players who
possessed these same qualities, was that amazing fulness, force, and energy, which
he joined with them.11
Since Mainwaring is Handel’s biographer, not Scarlatti’s, it is not surprising that, though
Scarlatti’s excellence and celebrity are given due weight, it is Handel’s qualities that
prevail. There is no mystery here but Mainwaring is careful, like Burney, to emphasize
that the victory is gained at the expense of a worthy opponent. The defeated man is,
again, more than ready to acknowledge the superiority of his antagonist, though
Scarlatti’s compliment that until he had heard Handel play the organ he had no
conception of its powers, is suspiciously reminiscent of, say, Brahms’s remark about the
Dvorák cello concerto. Scarlatti does not quite attribute Handel’s victory to diabolical
intervention, though crossing himself on mentioning Handel’s name was likely to be
misinterpreted, and only a few pages earlier (51-52) Mainwaring has Scarlatti refer to
Handel as ‘the famous Saxon, or the devil’ on account of his outstanding playing, Most
striking, however, is the degree of emphasis put on the way the adversaries are reconciled.
Scarlatti follows Handel all over Italy, presumably with Roseingrave in attendance, ‘and
was never so happy as when he was with him’.
It is interesting to see so many of the motifs in Burney's account also appearing in
Mainwaring, and the conclusions hardly need to be drawn. There is a distinct repertoire of
things that writers like to say about their subjects. They like to flatter them by having
them appear more than a match for the greatest players of their time. Burney varies the
archetype by showing that in Roseingrave’s case it is no disgrace to be outplayed by a
genius. The two texts show how writers, like audiences, project comparisons onto the
artists themselves and turn rivalry into battle royal; how skill and achievement can attract
suspicion as well as admiration; how easy it is to fall back on the supernatural to account
for the gifted but mortal; and how we fondly imagine that those on whom we have thrust
heroism will be magnanimous in victory and dispassionate in defeat.
I have given so much attention to Burney and Mainwaring not because I wish to call into
question facts which are in any case of limited importance or interest. There is nothing
John Mainwaring, Memoirs of the Life of the Late George Frederic Handel, (London, 1760), pp. 59-62. The
passage is transcribed complete in Ralph Kirkpatrick, Domenico Scarlatti, (Princeton, 1953), pp. 33.
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inherently unlikely in a man's dressing in black or playing the harpsichord better than a
visiting Irishman or behaving in any of the ways that either Scarlatti or Roseingrave are
said to have behaved. What I do wish to emphasize is that no narrative is free from certain
fundamental constraints or from the requirement that it should be clearly focussed,
coherent, intelligible, interesting and so on. In order to ensure that his narrative has these
qualities, a writer will often use certain narrative devices, motifs or archetypes as a
conceptual grid within which information can be organised, presented and understood. In
doing this he is doing nothing more sinister than any speaker or writer does when he uses
the grammatical structure of a language as a way of organising its vocabulary. But it is
important that both biographer and reader are aware that this subtle process of selection
and interpretation is going on. In this respect, Burney's anecdote is an example in
miniature of the problematic aspects of biography in general.
I would like to move away from particular anecdotes towards a broader consideration of
biographical interpretations of Scarlatti’s career as a whole. I will use as my hinge,
however, one further story which is told about Scarlatti, and which, though it has not
received the attention given to Burney's and Mainwaring’s anecdotes, incorporates a
narrative archetype which has, indirectly, been a powerful influence on the shape of
Scarlatti biography. The story is told by the late eighteenth-century Portuguese writer
José Mazza in his biographical dictionary of Portuguese musicians which remained
unpublished until 1944-45. The story concerns the Portuguese keyboard composer Carlos
Seixas, who was sent by the King’s younger brother, don Antonio, to Scarlatti for some
lessons while Scarlatti was in Lisbon. Mazza comments that don Antonio, himself a pupil
of Scarlatti, was guided by ‘the erroneous idea that whatever the Portuguese do they
cannot equal foreigners’. He goes on:
Hardly did Scarlatti see Seixas put his hands to the keyboard but he recognised the
giant by the finger, so to speak, and said to him, ‘You are the one who could give me
lessons’.
Later, Scarlatti is alleged to have told don Antonio that Seixas was one of the best
musicians he had ever heard.12
Here again there is much to be suspicious of: Mazza is telling the story to show that
Portuguese musicians are as good as any foreigners (something that they are quick to
acknowledge), and Mazza's account makes no allowance for Scarlatti’s sensitivity to his
position—he was a relatively humble employee and Seixas had been introduced by one of
Scarlatti’s royal patrons. Neither does it take account of Scarlatti’s reputation for good
manners: the dedication of the Essercizi shows that Scarlatti knew the right things to say
where his royal pupils were concerned. Above all, however, we should beware the
presence of a narrative archetype: ‘Pupil surpasses master’ (L142, P340, 342). It is curious
how often the successful adult is found to have been a child prodigy, and how often that
early promise is supposed to have been recognised by a teacher, a learned, respected and
José Mazza, Diconário biográfico de músicos portugueses, (Lisbon, 1944-45), p. 32. Cited by
Kirkpatrick, Domenico Scarlatti, p. 73.
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established figure, who confesses in despair that he has taught the child all he knows and
can teach him no more. The motif is there in the Bible—the young Christ disputing with
the doctors in the temple (Luke 2.46-47)—and it is there in the worst kind of Hollywood
movie.
‘Pupil surpasses master' is a popular archetype in biography because it suits the
exceptional nature of any figure singled out for biographical treatment. Such an
individual is by definition an exception to a rule: his surpassing his master prefigures an
exceptional future and reverses the established order of values by virtue of which the
older generation is always senior to the younger. In the case of Scarlatti, the archetype is
particularly appropriate because it frequently correlates with the mythical struggle of
father and son (L.142.3, N731.2), and because the two Scarlattis were also, by the nature
of their trade, master and pupil for a number of years.
In myth, as in life, the story of the way in which the dominant parent is opposed and
eventually deposed by the offspring is perpetually fascinating and compelling. Scarlatti’s
relationship with his own successful father has received a good deal of attention from
biographers, for a number of reasons. Almost all the documentary evidence about
Domenico’s life raises more questions than it answers. There is, first of all, that famous
letter of 1705 from Alessandro to Ferdinando de’ Medici in which he describes his son as
an ‘eagle whose wings are grown’. On the face of it this is a curious description of a son
whom, he suggests elsewhere in the letter, he has had to boot out of the nest. Then there
is the fact that Alessandro had already, in 1701, secured his son his first employment in
Naples as organist and composer in the viceregal chapel. Later, Alessandro created a
further vacancy for his son in Rome at the court of Maria Casimira of Poland, and in 1713
Domenico succeeded his father as maestro of the Cappella Giulia at St. Peter’s. Finally,
there is that extraordinary document of 1717 in which Alessandro grants his son, who was
by then 32 years old, emancipation from his protection.
All this, and much other incidental evidence such as Scarlatti’s rather late marriage at the
age of 42, a marriage which seems to have been arranged for him, has helped to create the
impression of the young Scarlatti as a weak, dependant figure, lacking in initiative or
drive, a man who relied on his father to do everything for him. This impression is
confirmed by what seems to be a marked difference in the quantity and quality of the
musical output of the two men. Alessandro was a successful composer of prodigious
energy. During his seventeen years at Naples alone he wrote more than 40 operas and 65
cantatas. Domenico’s lifetime output of operas, intermezzi, oratorios and cantatas comes
to a mere 22 works, of which 15 are wholly or substantially lost. Far from surpassing his
master, this pupil seems to have been entirely overshadowed by him.
This powerful interpretation has grown up in the face of some other considerations of
equal validity. In the matter of appointments, there is nothing unusual, in the context of
professional music in the eighteenth century, in sons succeeding their fathers, often to
the extent of occupying the same post. Musical families, that is, families of professional
musicians, were like any other family business which took then and still takes pride in the
fact that successive generations of servants have served successive generations of
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masters. It made as much sense to keep the posts as to keep the skills in the family—for
financial security if for no other reason.
Furthermore, it may not make sense to compare the output of the father with that of the
son. Alessandro sent Domenico away from Naples precisely because he recognised that his
‘was not the talent for such a place’. We cannot be sure what he meant by this, but
Alessandro seems to recognise a difference between his own talent and that of his son,
and to recognise that the latter required a different setting. If Alessandro saw his son
primarily as, say, an instrumentalist, this would lend weight to the view that the careers of
the two men are not comparable. Professional musicians did what was required of them,
and only in the service of Maria Casimira can we be sure that Domenico was required to
compose the kind of opera at which his father excelled. During his five years at the
Palazzo Zuccari Domenico produced seven such operas, a perfectly respectable rate of
production which might conceivably have been higher if Maria Casimira had not suffered
from the financial difficulties which forced her to leave Rome in 1714. The poor survival
rate of Scarlatti’s operas is also unremarkable in an age which took a more routine and
less reverent view of the production of music for domestic consumption than we do today.
Survival—the physical survival of hastily scribbled parts or scores, and the artistic survival
ensured by repeated performance—is the more remarkable phenomenon that requires
explanation and study. As for Domenico’s attachment to his family, the apparent lateness
of his emancipation and his marriage, the biographer would need to show, in order to
attach significance to these things, how they differed from a norm and how a modern
preference for the independent self-made man is inherently more valuable than what we
tend to think of as older, more Mediterranean, values built on family solidarity.
Nevertheless, the few facts we have of Domenico's early life, coupled with what appear to
be a rather meagre output of musical compositions, have come to be viewed as reinforcing
each other and pointing to a deeper significance. As Ralph Kirkpatrick has put it:
The mysteries of Domenico's early life and his obvious domination by his father, both
personal and musical, tempt interpretation in terms of modern psychology. (p. 76)
I would suggest, rather, the existence of an equally powerful temptation, the lure of the
narrative archetype: ‘Difficulties of being the son of a famous father’. Adversity in early
life can always be made to enhance later achievement, but if the subject of the biography
comes from a supportive background, his successes can appear less triumphant than is
proper in the heroic biography. If the advantages of his early life can be made to seem
oppressive then the hero will emerge all the more triumphant.
For this reversal of fortune to take place a turning point is required and in this regard,
Scarlatti's biographers are fortunate indeed, because exactly half-way through his life, at
some time between 1719 and 1721 Scarlatti left Italy and went to work in Portugal and
Spain. This chronological and geographical coincidence is too good to let pass. From now
on the hero can be shown to triumph over the adversity of his early life, can slough off the
dominating shadow of his father and can give full reign to his talents. He can stop writing
run-of-the-mill operas and start writing brilliantly original keyboard sonatas.
Unfortunately, once again, there are other considerations which undermine this scenario.
A move from Italy to Portugal may seem like a radical change to us, but in the context of
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Western Mediterranean culture and politics of the time such a move was hardly different
in kind from the many moves Scarlatti had already been obliged to make within Italy in
search of secure employment. When he eventually did find a secure post with Maria
Bárbara he not surprisingly hung on to it, and it was only then that he could contemplate
the kind of marriage which required some capital and prospects.
Furthermore, the idea that Iberia is exotic and peripheral is essentially a post-Romantic
one. We may think of Scarlatti’s move to Lisbon as a kind of sacrificial abandonment of
civilised values, a sudden desperate bid to achieve authenticity in the outback, but
Scarlatti was doing what any journeyman does; he went where there was money and
where there was work. Leaving Italy for Portugal meant leaving a waning power for a
burgeoning one, and, as is often the case, an emergent nation was keen to adopt the
fashionable culture of one in decline. Scarlatti was fortunate that in that respect his
musical background and his talent was an easily marketable commodity, in fact more
marketable abroad than at home.
Continuities, however, are notoriously less photogenic than new departures. It is not
actually very interesting to have to say that our hero continued to do much the same as he
had done in Italy, that is, struggle to make a living. Still less interesting is it to say that
the nature of his job, exporting Italian culture to foreign courts rich enough to be able to
pay for it, actually required him to go on doing much the same thing as he had done
before. Nevertheless, our hero is not our hero for nothing. He has achieved something or
we would not be writing his biography. His achievements are, for us, his keyboard sonatas,
and his keyboard sonatas appear to have been written in Portugal and Spain. Something,
then, must have happened to make him a success. What was it that allowed him to snatch
triumph from adversity?
At this point the biographer finds himself in even more difficulty than he has been
hitherto. Just when he is preparing to put his subject’s rather humdrum, lacklustre past
behind him and to embark on a success-story, he is faced with the least documented part
of Scarlatti’s life. The years in Portugal, and, worse still, the 28 years he lived in Spain,
throw up scarcely more than a handful of mentions of the emergent genius. We have very
little idea of what he did, beyond the bare outlines of his life—his appointments,
marriages, the births of his children, his death. Of the inner man we know nothing; we
have no memoires or letters, no record of any impression he may have left on friends or
contemporaries. Beyond the bare facts and figures, he seems to have lived and died
without trace. Had it not been for the Essercizi and the great collections of sonatas that
passed from Maria Bárbara’s library to Farinelli’s, there is no doubt that Scarlatti’s brief
sojourn on this earth would hardly have been worth a moment’s notice.
Now there is, of course, nothing unusual in a man’s life passing unnoticed. It happens to
most of us. Indeed, the well-documented life and above all the well-documented
personality, is always exceptional. But this will not do at all for the biographer. For no
very good reason we expect Scarlatti’s personal life to justify our interest in his music, and
the biographer is under an unspoken obligation to find something of interest to say about
him. Surely such an exceptional musician cannot have made so little impression in his
day? At this point the biographer has several options open to him. He can try to make a
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virtue of his subject’s low profile, make him pale and interesting, make his silence
eloquent, make him an unobtrusive and self-effacing servant of his art, modestly working
away in some quiet backwater, shunning publicity and the cult of personality. Or we can
turn the principles of the heroic biography upside-down and make him an anti-hero: the
man’s genius may be beyond dispute, but his life is a sad commentary on the mortal
inadequacy of man. There have, in fact, been suggestions that Scarlatti's domestic life was
marred by gambling and debt. Or we could make him a tragic hero, neglected in his own
day but redeemed by posterity, a dark horse made good.
One narrative strategy, however, has predominated in the highly influential biography of
Ralph Kirkpatrick, the motif of the ‘Late-flowering genius’. Kirkpatrick was driven into the
arms of this narrative strategy by one indisputable fact about Scarlatti: that the majority
of the sonatas as we have them survive in manuscript collections which date from the last
five years of Scarlatti’s life. Here, in contrast to the lack of any great sign of compositional
activity for most of the time he spent in the peninsula, is incontrovertible proof of a
sustained effort of composition in documents with dates clearly written on them. ‘The
very productivity of his ‘Last five years’, writes Kirkpatrick, ‘was like that of a man who
has found himself very late and who is racing against time’ (p. 127).
This is a potent image and an understandable one in spite of the inherent unlikelihood
that a professional musician, engaged in teaching and playing his instrument for half a
century, will crown a lifetime of relative inactivity with a last dash to meet his own
deadline. As a narrative structure, 'Late-flowering genius' solves many of the biographer's
problems at a stroke. It makes everything about the man that seems superficially
uninteresting into something of genuine interest. It enables us to see all that inactivity as
a long period of gestation, and it enhances the status of the end-product by drawing on
common prejudices about chronology: ‘early’ period is promising but immature, ‘middle’
period is for consolidation, but we save the best till last. With Scarlatti, the genius is a
long time coming, but the best is worth waiting for.
Kirkpatrick's use of this motif may be and has been challenged for a number of reasons.
He begs important questions about how we judge quality in an output as varied as
Scarlatti’s was, and, crucially, he was too ready to accept chronological evidence at its face
value, too ready, perhaps, to embrace something that looked like fact in a sea of
uncertainty. But there is no denying the efficacy and attractiveness of the archetype of
‘Late-flowering genius’ as a narrative technique. It gives such random scraps of
information as we have a coherence and a unity, and it satisfies our need to find
something of the dramatic and the mysterious in the life of an artist whose work we
admire. Only a significant new documentary find will enable us to judge which, if any, of
the archetypes I have discussed best fits Scarlatti the man. But until we are more aware of
the patterns we customarily impose on the evidence, and why, we are unlikely to make
any real progress towards understanding the ordinary man that lies hidden behind those
extraordinary sonatas.

Barry Ife
Note: this article originally appeared as ‘Verhaal-archetypen in de biografie van Domenico Scarlatti’,
Tirade, 301 (1985), 84-101. The original English text is published here for the first time.
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Scarlatti on the Strand

As Barry Ife’s ‘Narrative Archetypes in the Biography of Domenico Scarlatti’ expanded upon his
previous biography for Novello, this review of the recent FIMTE symposium, offers us a further
update on current Scarlatti research and publication. I have only managed to attend two of the
FIMTE conferences, which are so well organised by the harpsichordist and musicologist, Luisa
Morales, but have very good memories of the delightful white town above the conference centre,
just off the beach, and hearing many papers on Spanish keyboard music that have since been
published, (including one of mine). P.C.

FIMTE SYMPOSIUM ON DOMENICO SCARLATTI
PARADOR DE MOJÁCAR, ALMERÍA, SPAIN, 14-15 JUNE 2019
It’s twenty years since the indefatigable Luisa Morales started the Festival Internacional
de Música de Tecla Española (FIMTE) at her home town of Garrucha on the southern coast
of Spain. For fourteen of those years, she has also organised a symposium for scholars and
practitioners that has attracted many of the world’s leading experts on, and performers of,
Spanish keyboard music. She has published six volumes of conference proceedings (a
seventh is in preparation) and has also found time to write a doctoral dissertation which
was awarded by the University of Melbourne last December. All of this is a remarkable
achievement, and those of us who are interested in the Spanish keyboard are all
considerably in her debt.
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This year’s symposium returned to the subject of Scarlatti, which FIMTE had last focused
on in 2006 and 2007. Mojácar is a bit more difficult to get to now that there are no longer
direct flights from London to Almería, and I was the only Brit in the room; but it was well
worth the journey to see old friends, hear about new findings and check out the whole sea
bass baked in salt at my favourite restaurant on the beach.
Hard facts about Scarlatti are still as hard to come by as ever, but one hard fact that
emerged from the symposium was that Volume 10 of Emilia Fadini’s legendary complete
edition is at third proof stage and will be published later this year or early next. I call it
‘legendary’ partly because its origins are lost in the mists of time (the first volume
appeared in 1978) and partly because very few people have actually seen it: the publishers
Ricordi/Universal seem determined to hide it in the depths of their website (last updated
2014) and copies have to be hunted down with great determination.1
Volume 10 is entirely dedicated to the Essercizi per cembalo and has been edited by the coeditor of volume 9, Marco Moiraghi. The Essercizi have emerged in recent years as a test
case for analysing the transmission of Scarlatti’s sonatas and Marco Moiraghi gave a
masterly overview of the textual complexities of this collection. He’s examined all
surviving eighteenth-century witnesses (Essercizi, Roseingrave, Boivin, Orfeò Català, Paris
Arsenal and several others) and collated them with exceptional rigour. His conclusion is
that many of the high number of textual variants are not the result of error: they’re
authorial variants reflecting progressive phases of correction and emendation. As a result,
for the first time a number of sonatas will appear in up to three different versions.
Publication of volume 10 promises to be a landmark in Scarlatti editions and will set the
standard for the further work that is needed on all the remaining sonatas in the canon!
There was a good, vigorous exchange of views at the symposium on the vexed question of
the origins of Scarlatti’s music style: what music did he have in his fingers when he left
Italy and what did he have in his ears when he arrived first in Portugal and then in Spain?
The Italian scholar and harpsichordist (and pupil of Fadini) Enrico Baiano reminded us
that Scarlatti was from Naples and that Jean-Jacques Bouchard, a French visitor to Naples
in 1632, reported that ‘all Neapolitans have a grain of madness’. Bouchard described their
singing style as ‘extremely extravagant … running, then suddenly stopping, leaping up
and down, and throwing out all the voice with force and then retracting it suddenly’.
Whether or not all Neapolitans were mad, Enrico Baiano argued that fragmentation,
variety and contrast are undeniably features of their keyboard style. Frescobaldi
recommended flexibility of tempo to bring out the sharply contrasting episodes in his
toccatas; Scarlatti needs to be positioned within that tradition as some of his sonatas
display those characteristics. Baiano’s performance of eight of them (K96, 41, 3, 132, 115,

1

Email sales@mgbhalleonard.com or I got mine from www.sheetmusicplus.com.
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516, 295 and 119) made a convincing case for this highly rhetorical and thrillingly gestural
approach.2
When it comes to Scarlatti’s Spanish style, it was a great pleasure to have Emilia Fadini
with us, not least because she illustrates her points with astonishing panache at the
keyboard. She was taken to task for using anachronistic terminology (flamenco and cante
jondo are both nineteenth-century constructs) and for attributing their use to Manuel de
Falla, who, contrary to popular belief, never associated them with Scarlatti. But the
harmonic and melodic features she illustrated (Dorian mode, Phrygian tetrachord, minor
and augmented seconds, profuse repetition, sudden changes of key, incisive rhythmic
effects) are undeniably there in the music.3
The question is, how specific were these ‘Spanish’ characteristics to the kinds of music
that Scarlatti might have heard in Spain? Luisa Morales argued persuasively that
Scarlatti’s ‘Spanish style’ has too often been viewed through the prism of Alhambrism and
flamenquismo. She prefers to locate the origins of his ‘Spanish style’ in French operatic
representations of oriental music from Lully to Rameau (Les indes galantes, 1735). This
approach is consistent with arguments she has made elsewhere (not least in her doctoral
dissertation) that Scarlatti is more likely to have encountered Spanish dance forms in the
theatre than in the taverns he is often supposed to have frequented.4 Dr Morales
illustrated the underlying presence of dance forms in an extremely poised performance of
five sonatas with the dancer Cristóbal Salvador: K491 (bolero), 376 (seguidilla), 234
(fandango), 209 (jota) and 380 (bolero). She also positioned Scarlatti within the cultural
policies of King Felipe V, who after the end of the War of the Spanish Succession was keen
to promote Spanish culture to bolster the reputation of the monarchy at home and
abroad; an early instance of cultural weaponisation (my word, not hers).
There was an interesting group of papers relating to the transmission and reception of
Scarlatti in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries and, especially, the role played by
women. It was easy to see contemporary political concerns reflected in the discussion:
nationalism versus internationalism, gender politics and patriarchy. Like many Spanish
intellectuals, Xoán M. Carreira was keen to emphasise the international dimensions of
Spanish culture and argued forcefully that Granados’s 26 transcriptions for piano (1904,
1905) have wrongly been interpreted as an attempt to re-discover a lost Spanish musical
autarchy when, in fact, Scarlatti’s music had enjoyed a strong line of transmission
through Clementi and Czerny for nearly a century.

See Enrico Baiano and Marco Moiraghi, Le sonate di Domenico Scarlatti (Lucca: Libreria Musicale Italiana, 2014),
especially the sections Testo I and Interpretazione I.
3
See her long essay ‘Domenico Scarlatti: Integrazione tra lo stile andaluso e lo stile italiano’ in Domenico
Scarlatti Adventures, ed. by Massimiliano Sala and W. Dean Sutcliffe (Bologna: Ut Orpheus, 2008), pp. 155-196.
4
See Luisa Morales, ‘Understanding Domenico Scarlatti’s “Spanish Style”: A New Perspective from Contemporary
Practices in Madrid’s Theatre Entr’actes’ in The Early Keyboard Sonata in Italy and Beyond (Studies on Italian Music
History), ed. by Rohan H. Stewart-MacDonald (Turnhout: Brepols, 2016), 297-322.
2
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But I kept sensing false dichotomies here and elsewhere in the debate. Of course, Scarlatti
was a cosmopolitan composer with an international reputation promoted by international
artists and composers, including Brahms. But the timing of Granados’s edition cannot be
isolated from its own political and cultural context: they were the first Scarlatti sonatas
ever published in Spain, they came one year before the launch of Longo’s edition in Milan,
and when the so-called Generation of 1898 was collectively agonising over the decline of
Spain and Spanish culture. Which is not to say that Spain doesn’t suffer from toe-curling
stereotypes, several of which were illustrated in a nice presentation by Elizabeth Kertesz
and Michael Christoforidis showing the use of Scarlatti in dance productions, from the
Ballets Russes of 1917 to David Lichine’s Corrida of 1955. I was several times reminded of
that awful marketing slogan championed by Manuel Fraga, ‘España es diferente’ (¡olé!).
And speaking of stereotypes, Francesc Cortès, on the line from Barcelona by Skype,
emphasised the important role played by the German pianist and pupil of Liszt, Sophie
Menter (1846-1918), who included Scarlatti sonatas in her recital programmes in Spain
during the 1890s. She was one of several other female interpreters discussed in absentia by
Emma Virginia García Gutiérrez (SGAE, Madrid) who were praised at the time for their
‘masculine’ delivery of what was usually dismissed, by male critics, as ‘feminine’ music.
Scarlatti remains an enigmatic figure and will remain so for a long time to come. 5 If we
knew as little about Bach, Beethoven or Mozart as we do about Scarlatti, there would be
an international outcry. He left a pitifully small number of traces in the court archives and
a huge body of keyboard music about which it is virtually impossible to generalise. His
work seems to encapsulate the whole of eighteenth-century music and, and with musical
as well as textual issues, nothing we can say about one piece will necessarily apply to the
next. And with that goes a multiplicity of approaches to interpretation and performance:
extravagant and virtuosic; poised and elegant; cosmopolitan or vernacular. Take your
pick!

Barry Ife
Professor Sir Barry Ife is a cultural historian specialising in Spain. From 1988–2004 he was
Cervantes Professor of Spanish at King’s College London (now Emeritus), and from 2004–17 he
was Principal of the Guildhall School of Music & Drama (now Honorary Senior Research Fellow).
With Roy Truby, he published three volumes of Early Spanish Keyboard Music and twelve sonatas
by Antonio Soler (both OUP); and with Barbara Sachs he published an Anthology of Early
Keyboard Methods (Cambridge: Gamut), soon to appear in a revised edition. He is currently
preparing a detailed study of the Scarlatti MS (M1964) now in the Biblioteca de Catalunya. He was
appointed CBE in 2000 for services to Hispanic Studies and knighted in 2017 for services to
performing arts education.

For a useful overview of our present state of knowledge see João Pedro d’Alvarenga and Águeda PedreroEncabo, ‘Domenico Scarlatti in Portugal and Spain’ in The Cambridge Companion to the Harpsichord, ed. by Mark
Kroll (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019), pp. 201-210.
5
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Bach’s Inventions & Sinfonias
and keyboard pedagogy
Francis Knights mentions that the two- and three-part Inventions & Sinfonias of Bach appear less
often in the examination syllabus than of old, so I hope this article will encourage a resurgence of
interest in this rich resource. My own contribution to studying these pieces will appear in the next
issue of Sounding Board. P.C.
Introduction
Bach’s two sets of 15 Two-part Inventions BWV772-786 and 15 Three-part Sinfonias
BWV787-801 were compiled as teaching material for his pupils, possibly first of all
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, who was a little over ten when they were first written down.1
Bach’s dedication in his 1723 fair-copy manuscript (P610 in the Staatsbibliothek zu
Berlin) makes clear his two main purposes:
Upright instruction
wherein lovers of the clavier, and especially those desirous of learning, are shown
a clear way not alone (1) to learn to play clearly in two voices but also, after
further progress, (2) to deal correctly and well with three obbligato parts;
furthermore at the same time not alone to have good inventiones [ideas] but to
develop the same well and, above all, to arrive at a singing style of playing and at
the same time to acquire a strong foretaste of composition.2
Bach’s success in defining these purposes for later musicians can be seen in the extensive
citations in Yo Tomita’s Bach bibliography,3 where many items are of a specifically
analytical or pedagogical nature. In the latter respect, he might actually have been too
successful, when one modern thesis states ‘Performance of these works is warranted’,4 as
if they were just exercises not actually to be performed. Philipp Spitta had a better
understanding of such Bach works: ‘He never wrote a clavier piece which did not serve as
a healthy gymnastic for the fingers; but, on the other hand, he never composed anything
which fulfilled no other end than that of an exercise’.5 Certainly, the two sets have served
David Schulenberg, The Keyboard Music of J. S. Bach (Routledge: New York, 2/2006), p.185 sees them as having
been completed in a relatively short period. Schulenberg (1992), pp.185-198 provides an excellent introduction
to the set, its compilation, structure and history.
2
Hans T. David and Arthur Mendel (eds), rev Christoph Wolff, The New Bach Reader (Norton: New York, 1998),
pp.97-98.
3
https://www.qub.ac.uk/~tomita/bachbib/.
4
Robert Lee Reynolds, The Bach sinfonias: a guide to analysis and performance planning, dissertation (University of
Kentucky, 1993).
5
Philipp Spitta, trans Clara Bell and J. A. Fuller-Maitland, Johann Sebastian Bach (Novello: London, 1889, r/1952),
vol.ii, p.54. The question of what other composers’ music Bach used for teaching purposes is an interesting one;
music by Richter, Stölzel and Telemann was added to the Klavierbüchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, but
1
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as an important part of piano pedagogy since their publication in 1801,6 but this role
seems to have fallen away in recent years; only one work appears in the current
Association Board harpsichord syllabus,7 and none at all in the piano Grades 1-8 syllabus.
Ernst Ludwig Gerber (1790) reported the keyboard training his father Heinrich Nicolas had
received from Bach in the 1720s: after studying the Inventions ‘to Bach’s satisfaction’, he
moved on to suites, then the first book of the Well-tempered Clavier.8 This shows a graded
level of technical difficulty, but where the Sinfonias might appear in this sequence is
unclear (they are harder than most of the French Suites, and indeed some of the ‘48’).
With respect to the technical challenges of the Inventions & Sinfonias, Georg von
Dadelsen9 and Peter Williams10 both mention in general terms some of the keyboard
components that appear to be covered in the two sets, but without giving a detailed list of
specific elements, and that is what is provided below.
The fundamental requirements of the sets are: complete equality of the hands in the
Inventions; and the ability to divide a third voice fluently between the two hands in the
Sinfonias, as implied in the dedication. The three-part works make a particular point of
this, much more so than is usual for Bach’s three-part keyboard writing, as can be seen in
bar 30 of Example 1.

Example 1, Sinfonia No.15 in b, BWV801, bars 29-32

Bach provided little notated assistance to pupils in his autograph master-copy. There are
no tempo or mood markings11 at all, no ornament table, no distribution of inner voices to
whose choice and for what purpose are not known. Forkel (1802) states ‘...as long as his scholars were under his
musical direction, he did not allow them to study or become acquainted with any but classical works, in addition
to his own compositions’ (David and Mendel (1998), p.456); and, as Peter Williams points out, ‘...in general, a
teacher can hardly be expected to create all his own materials’ (Peter Williams, Bach: a musical biography (CUP:
Cambridge, 2016), p.582).
6
Yo Tomita, ‘The Inventions and Sinfonias’ (1999), http://www.music.qub.ac.uk/~tomita/essay/inventions.html
7
Sinfonia No.15 in b, BWV801, Grade 7 harpsichord.
8
Ruth Tatlow, Bach’s Numbers: Compositional Proportion and Significance’ (CUP: Cambridge, 2015), p.169 sees the
Well-tempered Clavier Book 1 and the Inventions & Sinfonias as being part of a larger unit, based on her
numerological studies.
9
Georg von Dadelsen (ed), Bach, Inventionen und Sinfonien (Bärenreiter: Kassel, n.d.), p.vi.
10
Williams (2016), pp.195-197, 590-591. Williams also mentions (p.522) the technique of finger substitution, but
this is hardly ever necessary in these sets, or indeed in Bach’s clavier works generally.
11
Erwin Bodky, The Interpretation of Bach’s Keyboard Works (Harvard UP: Harvard, MA, 1960), pp.267-271, 345374, takes the trouble to create a series of tempo tables based on time signatures but the metronome marks he
includes there from editions by Landshoff, Czerny, Keller and others merely serve to point out that early editors
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indicate the hand layout, no fingering, no apparent graded order, and little articulation.
Some slurs are found, and there may also be meaning in the grouping of short note
values.12 The greatest challenge pupils would have faced here was fingering and hand
movement, and in the 1754 obituary written by C. P. E. Bach and Agricola, Bach’s own
fingering abilities are described in some detail:
All his fingers were equally skillful; all were equally capable of the most perfect
accuracy in performance. He had devised for himself so convenient a system of
fingering that it was not hard for him to conquer the greatest difficulties with the
most flowing facility. Before him, the most famous clavier players in Germany
and other lands had used the thumb but little. All the better did he know how to
use it.13
This was the method he taught his pupils, but (with the exception of some archaic
fingered scales14 in the 1720 Klavierbüchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach), we do not have
enough other information from his own fingerings to ascertain his actual method; in the
absence of any fingering in the P610 autograph, Peter Williams is perhaps optimistic in
suggesting that the Sinfonias in particular could be regarded as ‘fingering études’.15
Nevertheless, complex three-part polyphony of this kind has fewer solutions for
‘comfortable fingering’16 than might be supposed, and it is clear that, for example, the
thumb must frequently be placed on black keys (useful preparation for such a technique
throughout the Well-tempered Clavier) and the fifth finger in both hands must leap quickly
inwards (see the list below). Perhaps, in the same way as an editor today adds fingerings
to a new edition, the students of Bach’s time found themselves obliged to adopt hand
shapes and fingerings that the composer had almost imposed up them through his
distribution of the voices.
Each piece is no more than two pages long (between 20 and 72 bars) and was designed to
fit on a pair of facing manuscript pages, to avoid turns. The P610 manuscript is laid out as
a small oblong volume with three systems on each page, and Bach apparently had some
difficulty fitting the music on the second page in a large number of cases, resulting in
additional short systems at the end of no fewer than 13 of the pieces.17 The works include

have as varied a view of the tempo and character of these pieces as do modern performers on harpsichord,
clavichord and piano.
12
For an exploration of the idea that performer instructions can be found in Bach’s beaming, see Yo Tomita,
‘Deciphering the performance hints hidden in J. S. Bach’s quaver beams’, Early Music, xliv/1 (February 2016),
pp.89-104.
13
David and Mendel (1998), p.306.
14
The 3-4-3-4 right hand scale pattern shown there is actually often essential in Bach fugues, where the thumb
sustains a longer note against a rising pattern.
15
Williams (2016), p.522.
16
From Williams’ (2016), p.519 translation from the Obituary paragraph above.
17
Johann Sebastian Bach, Two- and Three-Part Inventions, facsimile reprint with introduction by Eric Simon
(Dover: New York, 1968).
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a great deal of subtle and elegant invertible counterpoint, and the strict number of voices
is maintained throughout, apart from the final chords of 2C and 2F.18
The autograph of the two sets of 15 pieces (a very unusual number for such a collection)
presents an identical key sequence, in a logical rising order: C, c, D, d, Eb, E, e, F, f, G, g, A,
a, Bb and b, mostly pairing tonic majors with their minors.19 The 15 different keys included
thus cover all those from the scale sequence C - D - Eb - E - F - G - A - Bb - B which have no
more than four sharps or flats. Put another way, they include all major and minor keys
with four sharps or flats or fewer, with the exception of Ab, f# and c#. Why these latter
three were excluded may have something to do with the temperament Bach expected
(although 2E and 3f modulate into very remote areas, with double sharps and double flats,
which must have been acceptable in such a tuning), or else with the keys a student should
first be able to master - in which case, one might wonder why the three or four flats and
sharps of f, A and E were included, but not their relative majors or minors Ab, f# and c#.20
In the slightly earlier Klavierbüchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach21 (begun on 22 January
1720),22 early versions of some of the preludes from Book 1 of the Well-tempered Clavier
show that this student at least was also expected to cope with the keys of C#, c# and eb, in
addition to those used in the Inventions & Sinfonias.
Modern editions almost invariably omit one teaching component which seems to have
been very important to Bach here. While the normal soprano23 (C2) and bass (F4) clefs are
used, the alto clef (C3) appears in no fewer than 20 of the 30 pieces in the left hand, and
sometimes for the great majority of the piece (2c). The 2004 Pickett edition,24 using the
original clefs, makes it clear what a striking feature this is; such C-clef fluency was an
important part of Bach’s requirements here, and one that modern players should be
interested in.

This notation is used to indicate works, with the number of voices followed by the key (lower-case for minor)
then, if relevant, bar numbers. Thus 3c18-19 is bars 18-19 of the Sinfonia in C minor.
19
The versions in the Klavierbüchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach are in the order C, d, e, F, G, a, b, Bb, A, g, f, E,
b
E , D and c (up and down a scale, rising in sharps and falling in flats) for the two sets, here entitled
‘Praeambulum’ and ‘Fantasia’; two missing leaves means that 3D is incomplete and the final 3c is not present.
Five are in W. F. Bach’s hand, the rest by his father (Tatlow (2015), p.167). Another manuscript copied by Bach
pupil Bernhard Christian Kayser pre-P610 groups the two- and three-part works paired by key rather than
number of voices. There, the total number of bars is 1000, and the exact mid-point bar numbers division comes
between the first eight pairs and last seven pairs (Tatlow (2015), p.167).
20
Schulenberg (2006), p.185-186 cites Mattheson and Niedt in support of the idea that these represent ’15
primary keys’. These 15 keys are the first of those listed in Mattheson’s 16 keys in his 1713 Das Neu-Eröffnete
Orchestre (Tomita (1999)).
21
For a modern edition, see Wolfgang Plath (ed), Klavierbüchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (Bärenreiter:
Kassel, 1979).
22
They were likely copied there in late 1722 or early 1723; see Richard Jones, The Creative Development of
Johann Sebastian Bach, volume 2 (OUP: Oxford, 2013), p.31.
23
Williams (2016), pp.517-518; Bach seems to have preferred the treble clef for the right hand in his printed
clavier music.
24
David Pickett (ed), Johann Sebastian Bach, Inventions and Sinfonias, notated with original clefs (Fugato Press: Fort
Gratiot, MI, 2004), available from http://www.fugato.com/press/index.html.
18
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In his later keyboard works, Bach seems to have wished to present a great variety of time
signature and other options when exploring a genre or style,25 but the Inventions &
Sinfonias are more circumscribed in this respect. Of the 30 pieces, 15 are in common time,
five in 3/4, five in 3/8, two in 9/8, two in 12/8 and one (the last) in 9/16.26 None are in 2/2,
2/4 or (surprisingly) 6/8.27
The normal keyboard teaching instrument in Germany in the early 18th century was the
clavichord, but there are several elements in the music which do not appear to support
this usage for the Inventions & Sinfonias. First, in the early 1720s any clavichord with a
compass below C would have been exceedingly unusual (five-octave instruments were not
common for a few decades more), yet there are two instances of bottom BB in 2E20 and
3E40;28 it is of course possible that the C# was tuned down for that, but this pitch is
needed elsewhere in the sets. Second, as pointed out by Ann Bond,29 there are a number of
places where parts overlap in a way that suggests (in the case of 3b28, demands?)30 two
separate manuals. Even in the two-part works, one ornamented passage in 2c (Example 2,
bar 13) is impossible on a single-manual keyboard. These crossings and overlaps are not
common in Bach, except in works for two-manual harpsichord like the Goldberg
Variations, yet Bach cannot have expected his school-age students to have regular access
to a double-manual harpsichord for practice.

Example 2, Invention No.2 in c, BWV773, bars 13-14

Technical elements
The majority of modern books on Bach keyboard performance cover interpretation issues
such as articulation, phrasing, ornamentation and fingering,31 but the approach below
rather is to examine the physical challenges Bach sets in the Inventions & Sinfonias:
particular textures, hand movements, leaps, combinations of notes etc that go beyond the
basic scales and arpeggios which the student must master in order to give a competent
performance. These are the techniques - such as playing fast passages, several moving
Williams (2016), pp.407, 517.
A comprehensive list of Bach keyboard time signatures can be found in Bodky (1960), pp.345-374.
27
But on the latter point, see Schulenberg (2006), p.198.
28
But not in 2e, 3e, 2b or 3b.
29
Ann Bond, A Guide to the Harpsichord (Amadeus: Portland, OR, 1997), p.70n.
30
Both Bodky (1960), p.271 and Schulenberg (2006), pp.196-197 demur, but this kind of virtuoso arpeggio
crossing is otherwise only found in the two-manual Goldberg variations.
31
See, for example, Quentin Faulkner, J. S. Bach’s Keyboard Technique: A Historical Introduction (Concordia: St
Louis, 1984), Paul Badura-Skoda, Interpreting Bach at the Keyboard (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1993) and Richard
Troeger, Playing Bach on the Keyboard: A Practical Guide (Amadeus: Pompton Plains, NJ, 2003).
25
26
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parts within one hand, division of an inner voice between two hands, long trills, complex
ornamentation - generally needed in order to tackle Bach’s major keyboard works. One
example of such a deliberate challenge can be found in Sinfonia 7 (Example 3, bar 43),
where what was a leap in the top voice in the earlier Klavierbüchlein für Wilhelm
Friedemann Bach version has now become a stretch of a tenth.

Example 3, Sinfonia No.7 in e, BWV793, bars 41-44

As well as the specific challenges listed here, it can be assumed that Bach required
accurate, clean playing at a well-controlled tempo, with musical phrasing and precise
ornaments. The list cannot be comprehensive, but includes the main examples of
techniques or requirements:
•

Figuration patterns with hands in close position: 2C

•

Continuous semiquaver movement: 2c, 2D, 2Eb, 2b, 3G

•

Division of the inner voice between two hands: 3e19,21, 3G, 3g, 3a, 3Bb, 3b30

•

Scale patterns of more than eight notes: 2c22,24, 2G15-16, 3C, 3G, 3a16-18

•

Leaping down with the RH 5th finger: 3C, 3c23, 3D, 3d17-18, 3e23,29, 3G, 3A

•

Leaping up with the LH 5th finger: 3D19, 3d5, 3G3, 3A18, 3Bb12

•

Long trills: 2c12, 2d, 2e, 2G, 2A, 3c15-16

•

Trills together with a moving part: 3c7,30

•

Broken thirds: 2C

•

Parallel thirds in one hand: 3Eb, 3G, 3A, 3a, 3b36

•

Sixths in one hand: 3D25, 3d6, 3Eb, 3g, 3a, 3Bb8

•

Sixths between the hands: 2F5-6,27-28, 3E, 3e, 3F17-18

•

Broken chord patterns and figuration: 2F, 2A

•

Semiquaver movement in two parts in one hand: 3F6,13,22

•

One held and one moving voice in one hand: 3E, 3e, 3g, 3A

•

Closely overlapping voices in one hand: 3C10, 3c18, 3D17, 3G, 3a45

•

Chromatic scales: 3d, 3f
29

•

Wide leaps and stretches: 2Eb23, 2f21, 3e7, 3f20, 3G26-27, 3a62-63, 3Bb20

•

Difficult stretches: 2c13, 3e18,44, 3a44

•

Arpeggio movement wider than an octave: 2E10-14,61, 2G19-23, 2A, 2a, 3a

•

Part crossing: 2c18, 2f12, 2A7-8,16-17, 2a22, 2b13, 3b

•

Voices moving to a unison note: 2C13, 2E21, 2F3,18, 3F19

•

Legato markings: 2D, 2f, 3f

•

Two against three: 2C [later version]

•

Syncopation: 2E, 3a48

•

Demisemiquavers: 2E, 2Bb, 3f, 3a

•

Double sharps and double flats: 2E, 3f

•

Complex ornamentation: 3Eb [later version]

A comparison of this list with the techniques required for the ‘48’ is instructive;32 apart
from the ability to play in four and five parts, use regular patterning in preludes,
understand freer textures, include hand crossing and rotation, and voice large chords, the
Inventions & Sinfonias include all of the fundamentals required to tackle the Preludes &
Fugues, and indeed the vast majority of Bach’s clavier works.
Whether or not some of the technical difficulties that Bach presents in the 1723 set are
deliberate challenges or not, it is also true that (as in his other keyboard music), he was
‘unwilling to permit considerations of keyboard technique to dictate the voice leading’,33
in David Schulenberg’s words, and this is of course precisely why the sets of Inventions &
Sinfonias remain so valuable today: they ground the technique that will be needed to
perform Bach’s major keyboard works, and do so in a way that it is much more
comprehensive and rigorous than it first appears.

Francis Knights
Francis Knights studied at Royal Holloway College and Magdalen College, Oxford, and has held
positions at the Royal Northern College of Music, Somerville College, Oxford and King’s College,
London. He is a Fellow of Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge, Chairman of the National Early Music
Association and Editor of Harpsichord & Fortepiano. www.francisknights.co.uk

See the summary list in Francis Knights, ‘Learning the 48’, Harpsichord and Fortepiano, xxiii/1 (Autumn 2018),
pp.21-31.
33
Schulenberg (2006), p.198.
32
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Tributes to the harpsichord maker
David Evans 1936- 2018
David Evans, the renowned harpsichord maker, had from a young age a passion for Early Music. He
found that the ‘revival’ harpsichords lacked any sort of individual character, so he began researching
into the methods and materials used by the makers of surviving historic instruments. Subsequently
using his skills as a cabinet maker and the detailed knowledge he had acquired; he began making
faithful copies of original instruments. As these testimonies show, his work has been an enduring
inspiration to both players and builders alike.

Terence Charlston- performer
David Evans taught me many important things about harpsichords—for example, about
their sound and design, their stringing, the geometry of their actions, their voicing and
touch. He undoubtedly helped me to better understand the repertoire and develop my
playing. And he showed me a lot else besides. David was a very intelligent, kind hearted
and generous man, with an interest in all things and people, and a deep appreciation of
the wonders of nature and the best achievements of mankind. He was a keen musician and
played recorder, trombone and tuba. At the age of 9 he was captivated by the sound of an
original French harpsichord on the radio and his passion for early music was confirmed by
a recital for recorder and harpsichord given by Carl Dolmetsch and Joseph Saxby that he
heard a few years later.
David was on a mission to bring historical keyboard music to life through his ability to copy
instruments. He recognised the enormous value of surviving original instruments, studied
them, and adopted the methods of their makers as closely as he was able to discern them.
This deep respect for the traditions of the past, for example, the craftsmanship of the rural
artisans he grew up with in his native Northumberland, resulted in David making some of
the most musical and rewarding harpsichords of recent times. His considerable gifts as a
maker and his tenacity in developing those skills formed the core of his life, at least as I saw
it, but not in a narrow way rather as a complement and enhancement of his broad and
diverse interests, and his other professional activities.
David Evans was born in Wooler, Northumberland on Jul 28, 1936. He was educated locally,
then at Lord Wandsworth College, Hampshire and the University of Hull where he studied
Zoology. He served in the RAF as a pilot during the cold war and then worked in education
for which he was awarded the MBE in 1986. He died on Dec 8, 2018. He started making
harpsichords in the 1950s and began his apprenticeship in wood with the cabinet maker
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Denis Rawlings in Leamington Spa. At this time, most commercial harpsichord makers
were building according to piano workshop methods (albeit in a highly-skilled way) but the
results were musically disappointing. David, alongside a few others in Europe and north
America, however, chose to take a very different path and by adopting historical methods
of harpsichord construction. In David’s own words “the only way to building a good
instrument was to make contact with the conservators of museum collections and the
handful of people in the UK and Europe who were doing their best to emulate the early
makers”.
In choosing to find his own way, he inspired the practice of other makers to take a similar
course.
He moved to Suffolk in the 1960s where he met Frank Sykes, foreman to Alec Hodsdon, and
gained from his many years of harpsichord making. He also began a life-long
correspondence with other makers, starting with Rémy Gug, and continuing, most recently,
with Burkhard Zander. He started to collaborate with like-minded players, beginning with
Maurice Ratliff who lived locally. In the 1980s he met the Australian harpsichordist David
Kinsela who commissioned five instruments between then and 2007. The harpsichord after
Pascal Taskin made for Kinsela in 1984–5 brought David wider recognition for its excellent
tonal and technical qualities and established his international reputation.

David Evans displaying the underside of a soundboard.

Photograph: Patricia Jordan Evans
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From 1986 he worked full-time as a maker and restorer from his newly-opened workshop
in Henley-on-Thames until ill health prevented him in early 2018. In this small but wellorganised space located behind the Bohun Gallery run by his wife, Patricia Jordan Evans, he
made approximately one instrument a year. Pat was a vital catalyst in enabling David, for
the next 30 years, to realise his creative inspiration for making harpsichords based on
historical models. On each instrument he lavished time, care and attention with the
devotion and virtuosity of a true researcher and craftmanship.
In 1991 he made his first copy of the small Neapolitan harpsichord in the Royal College of
Music Museum, London (RCM 175) and now attributed to Onofrio Guarracino, c. 1660. A
close reproduction of the original, it proved popular and eight more followed, four being
exported to Switzerland. His other models include: the late 15th-century clavicytherium
(the earliest surviving harpsichord now in the Royal College of Music Museum); French
harpsichords by Anon. (1667), Tibaut, Vaudry (1681), Blanchet (1736) and Taskin (1769);
single-manual instruments after Giusti (1693), Couchet (1645) and anonymous Thuringian
(c. 1715); and several virginals after the so-called ‘Queen Elizabeth Virginals’ by Baffo
(1594) and Grouwels (c. 1580).

Copy of Neapolitan single manual harpsichord (Royal College of Music Museum, London RCM 175),
made by David Evans in 2009.
Photograph by kind permission of Patricia Jordan Evans
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Between 1959 and 2018 he made over 50 instruments, mainly harpsichords and virginals,
but also including two harps, four zithers, six psalteries and five dulcimers for customers in
Britain, Switzerland, Germany, USA, Australia and France. His harpsichords have been used
by harpsichordists and directors, opera companies, festivals and enthusiasts world-wide
and are admired for their consummate craftsmanship and exceptional tonal qualities.

Sophie Yates- performer
As a student at the RCM in the1980s, I had the job of demonstrating the instruments in
the Museum to visitors. I loved having the opportunity to practise on and get to know
these wonderful and very particular early keyboards. In fact, it sparked the passion for
playing – and learning from – antique harpsichords that remains a significant part of my
work. Amongst the collection, the Neapolitan harpsichord we now know to be by Onofrio
Guarracino, really stood out to me.
It was almost a decade later, when preparing my second solo recording for Chandos, that I
found myself looking for an instrument like this. The disc’s theme was early Spanish and
Portuguese keyboard music and I knew that this instrument, from Spanish-influenced
Naples, had the sound I needed.
This is how I came across David
Evans for the first time, as he had
made a copy of the Guarracino for
my friend, Peter Skuce, who was
kind enough to lend it to me for the
recording. When you know the
original instrument, a copy can
sometimes disappoint but that was
certainly not the case here. David
had understood its character and
clearly communicated that in a way
that many makers struggle to do.
When I later met and got to know
David, I realised that, as well as his
fine craftsmanship, his ability to
listen was very special and so I
commissioned him to make me a
copy of the Queen Elizabeth I
virginals. This is a problematic
instrument having been, like many
of our antique keyboards, through
many changes over its lifetime. In
making a copy, it is necessary to
decide which moment in time to
choose as representative of the

English virginals after the so-called ‘Queen Elizabeth Virginals’
by Giovanni Baffo, Venice, 1594 (Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, Museum no. 19-1887) made by David Evans in 2000.
Photograph by kind permission of Claire Hammett
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‘real’ instrument. After much discussion, we settled on the first incarnation of the virginals,
as it would have been when leaving the workshop in Venice. David made a wonderful
instrument for me but, as I got to know it, I realised that it wasn’t right for the English
repertoire which particularly interests me. After further research, David made a new one
based on the ‘anglicised’ version of this instrument with the brass stringing and lower pitch
that Queen Elizabeth preferred. As well as being delighted with my new virginals, I was so
impressed with David’s humility and desire to learn, which made it possible for him to be
enthused by my qualms over the first instrument rather than offended!
As a former head-teacher, he clearly loved learning and seemed to be forever researching
different instruments. He would often invite me to play when they were still on his
workbench and I particularly remember the Thuringian harpsichord - so crystal clear and
well-suited to counterpoint that I sent several students to play it, as an exercise in revealing
the quality of their part-playing.
One coincidence that cemented our friendship was discovering a family connection.
Extraordinarily, during his early days in the RAF, David had worked closely with my
husband’s uncle. In fact, they had been stationed on a tiny atoll in the Indian Ocean
sometime in the 1950s and got to know each other very well. We re-introduced them and
were delighted to see the intervening 50 or so years melt away.

Timothy Roberts- performer
I am sorry never to have met David Evans, and sorry likewise that (for various reasons) it
was only in relatively recent years that I became aware of the high reputation that he had
acquired among professional harpsichordists. It was in 2001 that David built the
instrument I am now lucky enough to own. Bought new by Mark Ransom, who was kind
enough to sell it on to me a couple of years ago, it is based on a small double-manual
instrument built in 1691 by Vincent Tibaut of Toulouse. The original, the latest of three
surviving Tibaut harpsichords, is now in the Museum of Musical Instruments, Paris (it is
unplayable). It has no stand or lid, and the case is of unpainted walnut, a feature that
David chose to copy.
The moment I first sat down to the Tibaut/Evans's small, reversed black/white keyboards, I
was aware that this is an instrument of wonderful quality, whose precise and lively action
controls a tone that, to my ear, has a slightly autumnal tinge. Of course, historically it's
rather a niche instrument, even among French harpsichords of its century, for its light,
Italianate style of inner construction distinguish it from the Parisian instruments of Denis,
Vaudry and others. But this does mean that Frescobaldi and Cabanilles, as well as Louis
Couperin and D'Anglebert, feel comfortable on it. The Tibaut's range (GG broken octave to
c''') covers much post-1700 music as well, including Bach up to the English and French
Suites and nearly all of the '48'. It has proved its worth as a continuo instrument too, well
able to make itself heard through voices and orchestra. Finally, its lightness, together with
its 6'10" length and 2'6" width, make it virtually a pleasure to move around.
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Therefore, my too belated thanks to David Evans for his skill and heart in bringing such a
loveable creation into being. Long may she be appreciated.

Luke Green- performer
I met a beautiful harpsichord once. She resided at my teacher's, the Australian
harpsichordist and organist David Kinsela, in an elegant apartment in a leafy corner of
Paddington, in Sydney. She exuded a perfume, something delicious, resinous; her
pearwood sharps were a pleasure to touch, and here I learned to draw the sound from the
strings through the sensitivity she afforded. She was patient with me as I learned to tune,
and she sang a golden, warm song. When it became clear I would be ready for my own
instrument, David Kinsela and I discussed options. I wanted a seventeenth century French
instrument-few Australian builders had made this type already, and the only other I had
seen was by Pühringer for Rosalind Halton. I wanted a golden, singing instrument. David
discussed an instrument with me, and with his friend, David Evans in Henley; and with
trepidation I stayed up late to call England.
I talked to a warm hearted, measured, sensible man who already knew my playing (we had
already met and I stayed with him and Pat in the summer of 1993 when I had a scholarship
to come to the UK for the first time). I learned far more than about harpsichords from David;
about wine; music making in general; regional accents; France and its food and customs;
and something of the wartime and post-war history of Britain. He and Pat's home was full
of beautiful art, and Pat showed me the British art of which she was rightly proud to have
championed. Theirs was a warm house, full of their love for each other.
In 1995 I took delivery of the beautiful Vaudry copy that was packed up in Henley and flown
to Australia. David and Pat came to Sydney and helped me get it out of the box. It became
a valuable workhorse, used in chamber music, accompaniment and orchestrally; it taught
me raffinesse in fingerwork and sound. When I travelled to the UK to study at the RAM,
David's instrument returned with me in another big box, and remains with me now. David
was watchful and kept in touch when I was busy playing for classes and competitions at the
RAM. He organised for Claire Hammett to work on my Vaudry, and loaned me his Tibaut
copy (now owned by Tim Roberts) for a recording outside Cheltenham. We were honoured
to have him and Pat at our wedding. I am sorry that family life and long opera contracts
resulted in little contact in later years. I was proud to show him a lid painting that only took
twenty years to materialise! I owe David so much, and I hope his golden instruments will
remain a legacy for those who inherit them.

Katharine May- performer
It was Claire Hammett who first mentioned David Evans to me. She had been doing some
maintenance work on my harpsichord in Maidenhead where I lived at the time, and in
discussing the widening of my rather-too-narrow accidentals (though faithful to the
original Hemsch), she recommended that David would be a good person to do the work.
David duly came over and kindly agreed to take this on, taking away the keyboard for a
couple of weeks. When it was later returned, I was thrilled with the quality of David`s
workmanship. Luckily there had been enough space either side of the naturals to make his
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job possible, and indeed no-one would know the difference now, such was his accuracy and
attention to detail. As he lived a mere 15 minutes drive from me, he was very happy for me
to be on his `emergencies` list and I subsequently went over to his workshop in Henley on
numerous occasions for replacement strings which he would always have ready for me,
already prepared. At times would even come over to me to fit them himself, giving me
excellent advice on this sometimes necessary job which, with tuning pins without holes as
I had then, I had never accomplished very tidily. He was always patient, kind and happy to
impart his knowledge in the most modest of ways. I feel very fortunate to have benefitted
from his wisdom, and he will be greatly missed.

Claire Hammett- harpsichord tuning and maintenance
For those of you who knew him, the harpsichord builder David Evans of Henley-UponThames, UK passed away in December. He was a lovely man, a careful builder, and a dear
friend and mentor to me. He particularly enjoyed making small characterful Italians and
virginals. If you played a hired Italian harpsichord on the Wigmore stage in recent years it
could have been built by David, if supplied and tuned by me.

David Evans in his Henley workshop with his 1999 copy of an Italian original dated 1693, thought
to be the work of Joannes Baptista Giusti (Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC, MI.326904).”

Oliver Sandig- harpsichord tuning and maintenance

Photograph by kind permission of Patricia Jordan Evans

Oliver Sandig- harpsichord tuning and maintenance
It must have been around 2005, after Mark Ransom received David’s copy of the double
manual harpsichord after Tibaut, that I first met David Evans. I remember him as such a
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kind, gentle man who also gave me some instruction on how to sharpen blades. To date I
carry his saying “you sharpen them as often as you use them”. To the seasoned maker it
may not seem much but to me it was a mantra that stuck. Apart from his generosity, his
meticulous craftsmanship touched us deeply. His wife runs the Bohun gallery. Her regular,
beautiful curated exhibitions were another welcome reason for Mark and I to visit both, and
there might just be a piece that Mark would buy. I personally adored her collection and
exhibition. That place in Henley on Thames was, is, a wonderful place where the different
crafts met. Following the visit to his workshop behind the gallery, he would then direct us
to one of the local Italian restaurants for a tasty lunch.
We feel it’s a great loss. David was so brave to confront his illness and despite of it
continued his work.
The said instrument is now with Tim Roberts, and we celebrated Couperin’s birthday last
year in his flat with him and Terry Charlston playing pieces by the great composer and
toasting to David as the maker of the beautiful and expressive harpsichord.

Alan Gotto- harpsichord maker
I had rather lost contact with David Evans over the last couple of years, but previously had
fairly regular contact with him, and visited his workshop a few times. I always found him
very open to conversation about many things, but of course we mostly discussed our craft
of harpsichord making. He was always very happy to have his brains picked, and to generally
share any information or experience he might usefully have. I have always had the same
outlook of openness, no 'trade secrets’ etc, and we had several interesting and useful
discussions (useful and interesting to both of us I should add), in particular about 17th
century harpsichords, in which we both had a working interest. On a practical note, I have
been asked by Pat Evans (on Claire Hammett`s recommendation) to take on the completion
of his last instrument, currently standing 90% finished in the garage. I have agreed to this,
and feel honoured to be chosen - more particularly as this instrument was always going to
be for Pat herself. It is a decent-sized Italian, and will have a painted case, and I intend to
somehow find the time to finish it during this current year.

Burkhard Zander- harpsichord maker
If there were matters that David Evans did not comprehend, it would be hard to tell. The
scale of his knowledge seemed borderless, and I am grateful to have shared his wonderful
company over more than fifteen years occasionally in England and Germany. His sympathy
with everything alive, his down to earth judgements, his sardonic laughter- will all remain
unforgotten.

Contributions from Terence Charlston, Alan Gotto, Luke Green, Claire Hammett, Katharine May,
Timothy Roberts, Oliver Sandig, Sophie Yates and Burkhard Zander. Obituaries to David Evans MBE
were published in ‘The Telegraph’ on 28th December 2018, in the ‘Henley Standard’ on 14th January
2019, and in the ‘Harpsichord & fortepiano’ magazine, Volume 23, No.2, the Spring 2019 issue.
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…and ON A LIGHTER NOTE

In a Villa near Verona
As the following review refers to a course for which I was the tutor, I will simply introduce it with
thanks to the students for their positive and collaborative input. P.C.
This summer, Dr Penelope Cave took 14 of her harpsichord students to a villa near Verona to
explore the northern Italian baroque harpsichord tradition. Our party numbered 19 in all, so we
were lucky that Gill Ingham, our organiser, was able to find a villa big enough for such a large
group. We were not in Verona itself, but about 30 miles south on the outskirts of Villa Bartolomea,
during a week of exceptional heat, so the deserted appearance of the small town may just have
been a sensible Italian response to difficult weather conditions.
Fortunately for our studies, the ground floor of our villa was reasonably cool with large rooms and
high ceilings. The villa itself was
interesting. At first sight it was just what
you might expect a classical Italian country
house to be, with frescoes on the ground
floor, painted ceilings in the principal
bedrooms, and 16th and 17th century style
portraits and armour on the walls, but we
soon discovered that this was all
pastiche. The original house on the site
was destroyed in a major flood of the river
Adige, and the present ‘Villa Mila’ was
built in a late 19thcentury take on the
earlier style, in 1910.
Penelope Cave had asked us to look at
composers with a north Italian connection,
and we had two Italian harpsichords,
rented to us by a local agent, Francesco
Zanotti info@zanottostrumenti.it, one
was built by A E M Leita A.D. MMXVII and
the other by Florindus Gazzolys A.D.
MCMXCI; they were a real joy to play and
conveyed perfectly the brilliance and
vivacity of the Italian music we were
studying. I was particularly struck by this,
as I had been practising beforehand on a
French harpsichord to very different effect.

Villa Mila in the town of Villa Bartolomea
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Late night practising on the large Italian!
The second instrument was also well used.

Because of the difficulty in obtaining modern
editions, we could only cover a limited range
of some of these composers’ works— although
the opportunity to compare and contrast is
always useful when two or three people find
themselves playing the same piece. The
thrice-blessed Howard Ferguson rescued many
of us with pieces included in his various
excellent anthologies, and IMSLP also
provided material although much of the older
material available there has not been
translated into modern notation and, even
when it has, much depends on the scholarship
of the person editing it. The lack of a modern
edition is particularly painful in the case of
Marcello, since the Heugel edition of his
keyboard sonatas published about 1970 is now
out of print and only obtainable at vast
expense (if at all), and the facsimiles available
on IMSLP are very hard to read. Some
preferred to replace him with a Scarlatti
sonata for this reason. In spite of these
caveats, we managed to get a reasonable
overview of all of our composers, summarising
the forms used by Giovanni Gabrieli,
and Ercole Pasquini, of which we covered the
Toccata, Ricercar, Canzon and Canzona
Francese, and the Fuga. Everyone enjoyed
articulating the liveliness and general oomph
of Giovanni Picchi’s dances, represented by
those in triple meter, dances in triple meter
paired with a saltarello, and pieces which use
a ground bass; Michelangelo Rossi’s three
periods of activity in Rome were illustrated by
images of the buildings in which he worked
and we studied four different toccatas, three
different correntes and the Partite sopra la
Romanesca; twelve different pieces by
Bernardo Pasquini were presented; the
sonatas of Bernardo Marcello encouraged us
to look at his particular harmonic style; and
interest in the ten Baldassare Galuppi sonatas
we mustered, included some from his earliest
publications, and one from his last set, and led
us to long for an affordable complete
catalogue. Relevant handouts were provided
as the week progressed, and recordings
supplemented the repertoire we covered.
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I was impressed in particular by Rossi, Bernardo Pasquini and Marcello; Galuppi, who is of course
a later composer much more in the galant tradition, also had his fans. Not surprisingly, we
discovered that none of this is easy music, quite the reverse, and especially when we explored –
briefly– the complex question of diminutions and passagi as set out by Fra Girolamo Diruta, also a
member of the Venetian school. I was particularly impressed by the extent of the intricate web of
connections between many of these composers, notably illustrated in a colourful diagram of
Bernardo Pasquini’s teachers, patrons, fellow musicians, family, and pupils, and the wide ranging
international networks which many of them were able to build and exploit during their careers. In
one way this makes perfect sense when looking at a map of Northern Italy and seeing in just what
a small area this particular group were operating. In another way, it underlines just how
cosmopolitan music and musicians were during the Baroque period. Thus, Bernardo Pasquini
played for Louis XIV in 1664 and had among his many aristocratic patrons Queen Christina of
Sweden; and
Galuppi spent
two years in
London and
another four in
St Petersburg in
the service of
Catharine the
Great. I think
we all came
away wanting to
know more, and
play more, of
Giovanni Gabrieli: org. of St Mark’s
these excellent
born & died in VENICE
Ercole Pasquini: born, studied & worked
composers
in FERRARA until moving to ROME.
whose keyboard
Picchi: worked in VENICE
Rossi: trained in GENOVA, worked in
works are still
MODENA 1634-8, visited ROME
not very well
Bernando Pasquini: brought up in FERRARA,
moved to ROME in 1650
known and
Marcello: born VENICE, died in BRESCIA
Galuppi: born BURANO, worked in LONDON
certainly not
and VIENNA, died in VENICE
widely available.
The ferocious heat, prevented many of us from taking advantage of visits to Verona (where all
roads lead to Romeo), and Mantua or Padua with all their art treasures, but two of our party took
themselves off to Milan for the opera at La Scala. In the evenings we ventured out for delicious ice
cream and cool drinks in the pleasant local bars. In spite of all the heat-related difficulties, we
nonetheless enjoyed our week enormously and were especially grateful to our tutor, Penelope
Cave, and our organiser Gill Ingham, for their dedication in soldiering on and keeping the show on
the road, in what were at times conditions of considerable discomfort. We also thank Edna Lewis
for her sterling work in chasing us up, collating our musical offerings, and providing references so
that we could all locate the pieces which others were playing.

Angela Gillon OBE

Angela, more used to preparing reports for the Foreign Office, was just one of this party of
keen amateur harpsichordists. A band of specialists from a variety of other professions that
included Law, Architecture, Medicine, Teaching, Art and Finance, all coming together to study
and enjoy playing the music of the old masters from the local area.
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REVIEW

Meredith Kirkpatrick, REFLECTIONS OF AN AMERICAN HARPSICHORDIST, the
unpublished Memoirs, Essays, and Lectures of RALPH KIRKPATRICK published in the
Eastman Studies in Music series by the University of Rochester Press: 2017.
Reviewed by Penelope Cave.
In 2014, the University of Rochester Press published Ralph Kirkpatrick, Letters of the American
Harpsichordist and Scholar, edited by his niece, the librarian and bibliographer, Meredith
Kirkpatrick. This is the second book she has produced to memorialise
Ralph Kirkpatrick (1911-1984), the influential American harpsichordist
and scholar. In this volume, she has brought together his ‘Memoirs of
1933-77’; his ‘Reflections’ on performing and recording, as a soloist
and chamber musician with its incumbent practical challenges; six
‘Essays’ on various subjects, but of particular interest here, perhaps,
that of editing the Goldberg Variations of which he gave the first
performance on a harpsichord in America in 1930 (and, we learn, at
least another ninety-eight further ones by June 1970); and finally, four
‘Lectures’, finishing with the provocatively entitled, ‘Private Virtue and
Public Vice in the Performance of “Early Music” ’.
Kirkpatrick’s encouragement of new music for the harpsichord resulted in the large collection
of contemporary works he left to Yale, the faculty of which he joined in 1941. William Porter
reminds us, in the foreword of these Reflections, of the times in which Kirkpatrick carried the
torch for early music, after the initial Dolmetsch revival, yet before it burgeoned in the 1970s.
He mentions that Kirkpatrick’s colleagues included Charles Rosen, Herbert von Karajan, Sir
Thomas Beecham, Bruno Walter, Serge Koussevitsky, and Igor Stravinsky. “The fact that a
harpsichordist kept such company in those days is in itself impressive; the fact that he was
also a man of deep insight and extraordinary cultural attainment merits both remembrance
and celebration”. The two publications of Meredith Kirkpatrick surely do just that.
The actual ‘Memoir’ consists of just thirty-five pages, but the whole volume adds up to a
more lengthy exploration of his musical life; it is difficult to believe that it was not intended
for publication, although he never organized it into a second complete volume of
autobiography. His previously published articles, “From the Diary of a Spring Tour”, 1968’ in
Prose 1 in 1970, and “Fifty Years of Harpsichord Playing”, (Early Music 11, no.1) in January
1983, which would have followed a lecture he gave for Boston Early Music Festival, suggest
that he was keen to make those who professed interest in the new wave of historically
informed performance value what preceded it. These articles were followed by Early Years, a
slim autobiography, in which he traced his life up to 1933, and was published in 1985, the
year after he died. The notification book review includes mention of the “outspoken
comments on his famous mentors”; as these included Wanda Landowska, Nadia Boulanger
and the Dolmetsch family, you will need to read the book, or indeed this one, as I shall not
reiterate the spoiler of the advertising material.
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Kirkpatrick’s work on Scarlatti needs no introduction here, but, as one of the most used
composer- biographies on my own shelves, I am glad to have more of his writing which will
also repay re-reading. His depth of thought, and skill in articulating his musical philosophy
never disappoints, and I would buy the book if only for his outstandingly good essay, entitled
‘The Performer’s Pilgrimage to the Sources’. However, I find his refusal to suffer fools gladly,
lends an abrasive quality when recounting his experiences, and I purchased the previously
published letters, in the hope that I might get a better handle on the man behind them.
Although Kirkpatrick’s private personality is mostly subsumed by the professional persona in
his writing, he sent a particularly enjoyable letter, in ‘the voice’ of his harpsichord, to thank
friends for their hospitality after parking it with them. There are some amusing anecdotes,
including a rather undignified tussle on stage with a reviewer in Johannesburg; his comments
on a meeting with Glenn Gould; plus many experiences of difficulties with programming,
touring, acoustics, instruments, and audiences, with which we can all feel empathy. He also
enjoyed provoking reaction, with quips such as, “One can tell much about the musicality of an
audience from the way it coughs”!
He was an extremely accomplished musical communicator but, as this book proves, also a
writer who could evoke time and place with memorable clarity (there is a wonderful passage
on the banks of the Tagus, at Aranjuez, for example). A further element to the book, is the
pedagogy that inevitably colours his writing, and demonstrates that he was always learning
himself; I particularly liked his reflection on his changing views on legato, “I failed to
recognize that without inner modification, a legato has no possibility of generating activity; it
can only continue activity previously set to action by détaché. A legato can never leap, it can
only slither and slide”. How often I try to encourage a broadening of these articulatory tools.
It is opportune to reassess a man who forged his way through unchartered territory with
considerable success, rather than as a past name of one who merely paved the way for us,
and no wonder that the classical guitarist, Eliot Fisk, and harpsichordist and scholar, Mark
Kroll, have been vociferous in their indebtedness to him as a teacher who made them think.
Within this volume, therefore, we gain a broad perspective on the life and times of a totally
committed keyboard player and scholar, who was indefatigable in promoting the harpsichord
throughout the middle of the twentieth century.

Penelope Cave
Dr. Penelope Cave is an international prize-winning harpsichordist and specialist in early keyboards
and is well known for her educational work. In 2014 she was awarded a PhD on music in the English
Country House, by the University of Southampton and presently holds the post of Visiting Scholar at
Wolfson College, Oxford. Her solo CD, ‘From Lisbon to Madrid’, received 5 stars for performance, and
recording quality, available from tutti.co.uk . Her most recent CD, ‘Panorama 1919 -2013’, features a
century of British keyboard music played on the harpsichord and is available from Presto Classical
Book jacket reproduced by kind permission of Boydell & Brewer, the music book publisher www.boydellandbrewer.com
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REPORT

••••••

BHS EVENTS

••••••

For several years the British Harpsichord Society have in conjunction with ‘Handel & Hendrix in
London’ been promoting monthly harpsichord recitals at the former London home of George
Frederick Handel in Brook Street, Mayfair. Below is a list of the recitals to have taken place in this
historic venue during the past year. Our two April recitals also featured as part of the annual
London Handel Festival. Links to the concert programmes are given to view or to download.
TUESDAY 14th JUNE 2019
JAMES JOHNSTONE
‘An Italian, a Frenchman and two Germans walk into a bar…..’
Music from virtuosi Frescobaldi and Forqueray is coupled with more meditative
works by Kuhnau and his Leipzig successor Bach.
Full programme: 06-19progJJ

TUESDAY 14th MAY 2019
EMER BUCKLEY ‘Europeans! Byrd, Bach, Scarlatti, Rameau and Handel’
A programme of great 17th and 18th century music for harpsichord, expressing the
notion that great composers have always absorbed influences from elsewhere. Music
knows no frontiers.
Full programme: 05-19progEB

TUESDAY 23th APRIL 2019 -part of the London Handel Festival
ROBIN BIGWOOD ‘Goldberg Variations’
Bach’s definitive, magical statement on the theme and variations form, building on
similar works by his predecessors while exploring new and uncharted territories in
style and musical design.
Full programme: 04b-19progRB

TUESDAY 16th APRIL 2019 -part of the London Handel Festival
MASUMI YAMAMOTO ‘Handel Revenged’
Handel was famous for including quotations from other composers. Gottlieb Muffat
(1690-1770) responded by “improving” Handel’s Eight Great Suites. This programme
includes Suites in F major & E minor and works from Muffat’s own Componimenti
Musicali (1739). Full programme: 04a-19progMY

TUESDAY 12th FEBRUARY 2019
KATARZYNA KOWALIK ‘French Collection’
A recital promoting Katarzyna Kowalik’s first solo harpsichord CD ‘French Collection’.
A selection which demonstrates the variety of the French style, from noble dances to
flamboyant and innovative sonority, featuring composers such us: Rameau, Moyreau,
Fouquet, Royer. Full programme: 02-19progKK
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TUESDAY 8th JANUARY 2019
ALINA RATKOWSKA ‘Finding Connections’
As the title suggests the programme looks for connections between old and
contemporary musical styles. Although writing hundreds of years apart composers use
the same forms and are inspired by similar things even though their musical
language is very different. Full programme: 01-19progAR

TUESDAY 11th. DECEMBER 2018
CAROLE CERASI ‘The Most Beautiful B minor’
Two of the greatest keyboard pieces ever composed in B minor: Bach’s Overture in
the French style and Couperin’s 8th Ordre show the composers at their most
sophisticated and profound.
Full programme: 12-18progCC

TUESDAY 13th NOVEMBER 2018
MARK KROLL ‘Couperin’s 350th Birthday’
A harpsichord concert featuring several orders from the Pièces de Clavecin of François
Couperin le Grand (1668-1733), in celebration of the 350th anniversary of his birth.
Full programme: 11-18progMK

TUESDAY 9th OCTOBER 2018
MICHELE BENUZZI ‘The Sunset of the Harpsichord’
‘A musician moves others only if he himself is moved: he must feel all of the emotions
he wishes to stir in his listeners. In this way, they can understand his feelings and
share in his emotions.’ C.P.E.Bach, J.E.Altenburg, V.Karaulov, W.F.Bach and Hässler
Full programme: 10-18progMB

TUESDAY 11th SEPTEMBER 2018
SATOKO DOI-LUCK ‘Hexachordum Apollinis’
Pachelbel dedicated his ‘Hexachordum Apollinis’ to Richter and Buxtehude. This
programme features works by these three composers as well as works by Scheidemann,
Weckmann and Böhm who influenced and were influenced by them.
Full programme: 09-18progSD-L
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TUESDAY 10th JULY 2018
OLIVER JOHN RUTHVEN Rameau’s ‘Nouvelles Suites de Pièces de Clavecin’
His third keyboard suite, represents the apotheosis of the Baroque suite. Dance
movements and character pieces combine for an intimate portrait of Rameau, the
consummate dramatist.
Full programme: 07-18progOJR

TUESDAY 13th JUNE 2018
JULIE PUMIR ‘A Journey through Baroque Europe’
An invitation to discover harpsichord music during the 17th and 18th centuries, its
evolution and its specificities across Europe, through pieces from the work of
Froberger, Couperin, Scarlatti, JS Bach and CPE Bach.
Full programme: 06-18progJP

TUESDAY 8th. MAY 2018
TOM FOSTER ‘Stein für ein Denkmal; dances and other galanteries’
A celebration of the dance suite in Germany, drawing from the monumental treasure
trove that Bach inherited from his predecessors in this genre, and culminating with
the magnificent fifth partita in G major
Full programme: 05-18progTF

*****************************************************************************************************
FUTURE BHS RECITALS for further details see https://handelhendrix.org/
TUESDAY 10th SEPTEMBER at 6.30 pm 2019
LINTON POWELL ‘Dancing on the Keys’
Music based on Spanish folk music; Scarlatti, Soler, de Nebra
TUESDAY 13th OCTOBER at 6.30 pm 2019
MARTA LÓPEZ FERNÁNDEZ ‘Doulce Mémoire’
Byrd, Frescobaldi, Cabezón, Correa de Arrauxo
TUESDAY 12th NOVEMBER at 6.30 pm 2019
SHARON GOULD ‘Cembalo, Cimbalom’
Buxtehude, Bartok, traditional Hungarian & Rumanian dances
TUESDAY 10th DECEMBER at 6.30 pm 2019
JOCHEWED SCHWARZ ‘A Musical Journey’
Boehm, Arne, d'Anglebert, Purcell, Bach
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••• ANNOUNCEMENTS

First Elisabeth Chojnacka Harpsichord Competition
A new competition will take place at the Tarnowskie Góry, Palace at Rybna in Poland, November 24th
to 26th, 2019. The Competition is open to applicants of any nationality who have not yet reached 20
years of age as at 24th November 2019. Applications to be completed by 31st October 2019. Further
details, see https://www.aleksandragajecka-antosiewicz.com/elisabeth-chojnacka-harpsichordcompetition/ or contact Hanna Balcerzak e-mail: hduet@wp.pl

The Horniman Early Keyboard Competition 2020

Entries are now open for the Horniman Early Keyboard Competition to be held from 28 April to 1 May
2020. The newly restored instruments to be used for the competition are the Adam Beyer square piano,
London, 1777 and Onofrio Guarracino virginals, Naples, 1668. The Adjudicators will be Maggie Cole
Marcia Hadjimarkos and Catalina Vicens . Places will be allocated on a first-come, first-served basis,
and is limited to 15 players. Due to the rarity, age and sensitive condition of the instruments, all
performers must have had previous experience playing historic keyboards and must also be willing to
attend on Monday 27 April 2020 an introduction to the instruments with Mimi Waitzman, Deputy
Keeper of Musical Instruments.

Mae and Irving Jurow Harpsichord Competition

HKSNA present the 9th the ninth competition which will take place from August 5th - 8th, 2020 at
the St. Paul Conservatory of Music in St. Paul Minnesota. This historic international competition will
include contemporary repertoire, continuo, ground bass and partimento improvisation, and a Bach
concerto performed with the acclaimed Lyra Baroque. Harpsichordists under age 35 at the time of the
competition are eligible to take part.
Jury; Jacques Ogg, Elisabeth Wright, Peter Sykes, Elaine Funaro, Jaap Ter Linden & Vivian Montgomery
Online application must be received by 5:00 PM EST on February 15th, 2020
Full details see, https://www.dropbox.com/…/9th%20Jurow%20final%20flyer%20cop…

‘Musical Instrument Collectors and Collections’

International Conference. Friday 23rd-Sunday 25th August 2019. The Bate Collection of Musical
Instruments and The Galpin Society is hosting a 3-day conference in Oxford to explore themes in
musical instrument collecting including how instruments are collected, displayed and conserved; who
collects them, how and why; the relationships between makers, musicians, collectors, curators,
dealers and scholars, as well as current research taking place in musical instrument collections in and
outside museums around the world. Bate Collection, Faculty of Music, St Aldates, Oxford, OX1 1DB
for details and programme see http://www.bate.ox.ac.uk/
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Conference, ‘Bach at the Dawn of 2020 ‘

The international conference Bach at Dawn of 2020: Reception and Imaginaries in the Digital Era aims at
giving a multifaceted portrait of the interest for the composer and his music, by carefully considering
the impact of digital media on the reception processes. For this purpose, the conference will integrate
individual scientific papers, monothematic panel sessions, round-tables and public speaking, to a
maximum of 15 presenters. Keynote Speaker, Prof. Emeritus Dr. Ton Koopman (University of Leiden)
20 – 22 September 2019 at Hochschule für Musik “Carl Maria von Weber” – Dresden
https://www.hfmdd.de/hochschule/kongresse/bach-symposium-2019/

Conference, ‘Music in 18th-Century Britain’

A Handbook for Studies in 18th-century English music, vol. XXIII. Offers of articles and reports,
between 500 and 5,000 words, are welcomed. We aim to produce this in time for the Study Day (see
below) submission date around the beginning of September.
The 35th Annual Conference on Music in 18th-Century Britain will take place at the Foundling
Museum, Brunswick Square, London on Friday 29th November 2019. Offers of contributions to the
programme are invited. We encourage proposals for presentations focusing on all aspects of music in
18th-century Britain. As well as formal papers we can accommodate formats such as round tables,
reports on work-in-progress, lecture-recitals and performance. Proposals should be approximately 250
words. The length of the paper or presentation is normally limited to 30 minutes, but longer or
shorter formats will be considered. Collaborative or related topic papers are also welcomed.
Please submit your abstract by e-mail to handel@foundlingmuseum.org.uk ; be sure to include your
name, address or institution, telephone, and email address in the body of the message.
Closing date for submissions is Thursday 26 September 2019, Full conference details will follow
shortly afterwards. / https://sites.google.com/site/mecbconf/

Short Courses at Benslow 2019 and 2020

The Benslow Music Trust has announced these courses of special interest to keyboard players.
11-14 November 2019 ‘Harpsichord accompaniment- Figuring it out‘ Tutor: Robin Bigwood
8-10 May 2020 ‘Fugues for Fun’ Tutor: Dr Penelope Cave
11-13 May 2020 ‘Advanced Harpsichord Accompaniment’ Tutor: Robin Bigwood
5-7 June 2020 ‘Introduction to the Harpsichord: Baroque style for pianists’ Tutor: Dr Penelope Cave
Benslow Music is a unique charity which offers amateur musicians the best tuition by expert tutors
on its residential and day courses. Benslow Music, Benslow Lane, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG4 9RB
For more details see https://benslowmusic.org

Book, ‘The Ornamentation of Baroque Music’

The Ornamentation of Baroque Music: A Guide for Independent Embellishing by Manfredo Zimmermann
Finally: the English version is now available in a wonderfully revised edition As a book
https://www.amazon.de/Ornamentation-Baroque-M…/…/ref=sr_1_3… also available as an e-book
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